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Basketball, Football and Swimming Create Big Weekend
Dr. Martin Declares Holiday in Wake
Of Dayton Upset and Rice Bowl Win

*

The Year of the Trophy
Ted w«iiv«mK and Phil Kumar (elft) and Harry Lenz and Ed Kuehne
give Coach Roy Kldd a victory ride off the Held Saturday after the
Colonels had defeated Ban State 27-13 In the Orantlaad Rice Bowl.
—Progress Photo by D. A. Rains

By CRAIG AMMERMAN
Progress Managing Editor
Friends, you are now in the thirteenth
day of the fourth month of the "Year of
the Trophy."
That's right, the "Year of the Trophy."
And you can thank the athletes here
for this year.
Take, for instance, the football team.
They won the Ohio Valley Conference, and
finished fifth among the nation's college
division schools according to the Associated
Press.
Or how about the cross-country team?
They also won the OVC crown and finished
thirteenth in the NCAA finals.
And both Coach Roy Kidd and Coach
Connie Smith were named "Coach of the
Year" in their respective sports in the OVC.
Now top that for a start into the
sports' year. Well the sports program did
last weekend.
The basketball team started the ball
rolling (or flying through the basket as the
case was) Friday night. They opened their
home season under new coach Guy Strong
against nationally ranked Dayton.
Some 7,250 students and townspeople
came to Alumni Coliseum Friday night to
see the heralded All-America Don May and
the sixth-ranked Dayton Flyers. They wondered just how good this Dayton team was.
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They found out.
Dayton was good all right, but not
good enough. The Colonels pulled a
shocking upset by downing the Flyers in a
76-75 thriller. And the glory finally fell
upon heroes like Gary Paul and Boyd Lynch.
Ever heard of them ?
Well, it was then the swimming team's
turn. They made a trip southward to oppose swimming powers Vanderbilt and Sewanee. They handily defeated both.
Then it was left up- to the football
team to complete the most fabulous weekend in Eastern sports' history.
That they did.
The football Colonels tackled Ball
State in the Grantland Rice Bowl for the
championship of the ten-state Mid-East region. And when the final whistle blew
late Saturday afternoon in Murfreesboro,
Tenn., the football team had scored a 27-13
win over their opponents.
Quite a weekend, huh?
President Martin thought so. He has
declared Wednesday, Dec. 20, as a holiday
in honor of these athletic squads.
So go home a day early for the Christmas holidays. And get ready to return in
January to resume the fifth month of the
"Year of the Trophy."
For more detailed reports of the weekend in sports, turn to pages four, five and
six of the Progress.
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Messiah to be Presented
Sunday and Monday
Collage In Louisville. She Is
presently working on her doctorate at Indiana University.
Eastern's Music department Of interest to Keotuckiane is
will present Handel's Messiah the fact that Miss Lockard was
December 17 and 18 at 8:00 p.m. the original Jeanie in the "Stephen Foster Story* In 1989,1960,
In Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Included in this special event and 1962.
will be a 160-member chorus Tenor soloist for the perof Eastern students and Rich- formance will be Gene Kelsey,
mond citizens, the 40-pieceEKU Associate Professor of Music
Symphony Orchestra, and (our at Southern State College, Magnolia, Arkansas. Mr. Kelsey Is
soloists.
Soprano will be Janette Am- a distinguished tenor soloist with
boise-Chaumont, an Eastern fac- past appearances at the Starlight Theatre, the Lyric Theatulty member.
Barbara Lockard, a member re, and otter locations.
of the faculty at Kansas State He has sung with the Baroque
Teachers College, Emporla, Ensemble, the Mid - America
Kansas, will sing; contralto. Miss Chorale, and was guest soloist
Lockard has been a member of with the Kansas City PhilharNBC-TV Opera and the New York monic and the Shreveport SymCity Center for several seasons. phony. He sang the tenor role In
She has also traveled to the the mid-American premiere of
Continent where she appeared In the, Durufle Requiem.
the European premiere of 'SusMr. Kelsey has sung major
annah* at the Brussels World
roles . A member of Eastern's
Fair.
In several shows on Broadway, faculty, he was Christy in The
Mist Lockard was starred In the Stephen Foster Story" in the 1960
Pittsburgh Playhouse
pro- production in Bardstown.
Dr. Bruce Hoagland has been
ductions of 'Little Mary Sunshine" and the "Three Penny preparing the Oratorio chorus
Opera' as well as being resi- for the performance, and will be
dent actress for the Actors the conductor.
Theatre of Louisville, 1964-1965
The EKU Symphony Orchestra
season^ During that season, she has been rehearsed by Dr. Robsang leading roles with the Ken- ert Oppelt. Only part of the Ortucky Opera Association and the chestra is used in this perforKansas City Lyric Opera.
mance In an attempt to recreate
Before Joining the faculty the approximate sound Intended
at Kansas State, Mis* Lockard by Ge> F. Handel for this montaught at Kentucky
Southern umental workBY JUDf LEDFORD
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER

of Ott eastern music faculty
for the annual uneantattoa of the
Sunday and Monday. From sfft^MR.
Hendrlckson, baas; Dr. Robert Oppelt,
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School Superintendents Feted
More than 70 Eastern alumni
who have served or currently
are serving as school superintendents were honored Wednesday by the University.
Officially designated Superintendents' Day by Dr. Robert
R. 'Martin, the program Includes
formal presentation of awards
for meritorious service to education.
The awards were presented
at a dinner Wednesday night In
the Keen Johnson Student Union
Building and the educators and
wives were guests of the university at the Eastern-Marshall
basketball game.
More than 50 superintendents
presently active in Kentucky received training at Eastern. An
additional two dozen have either
retired or now are serving In
other leadership capacities.
"I cannot recall when we have
ever had an event here with as
much enthusiasm," Dr. Martin
said Tuesday. "We're extremely
proud of the outstanding record
of our former students and the
role they are playing in the field
of education."
Superintendents who were on
hand Wednesday are: James E.
Baker, Mlddlesboro; Clarence
Bates, Wayne Co.; Ira Bell, Gallatin Co.; Pat Bell, McCreary
County; Elmer Bellamy, Catlettsburg; Anna L. Bertram, Lewis
County; Kendall Boggs, Letcher
Co.; James A. Cawood, Harlan
Co.; William A. Cheek, Lawrence Co.; Hubert A. Cocanougher, Boyle County; Donald w.
Colvln, Bracken Co.; James W.
Colvln, Robertson Co.; Beckham Combs^Knott Co.

CTiasmnt. soprano; and Dr. Bruce Hoagtend.
chorus director.
Photo by Trent Strickland

Wlll&rd O. Cooper, Lincoln;
William Davis, Irvine City; Marshall Dlxon, Hart; Alex Eversole, Perry Co.; Arthurc.Eversoie, Perry Co.; C. H. Farley,
Pike Co.; Gene C. Farley, HopklnsvlUe; Hayward Gllllam, Laurel Co.; Raymond H. Herndon,
Corbln City; Herbert Hlgglns,
Ferguson; H. D. House, Madison Co.
Jack D. Johnson, Burgln; Lender C. Caldwell, Boyd Co.; Jeas
Carty, Magoffin, James Caywood,
Kenton Co.; A. B. Crawford, LaGrange Schools, Anchorage; C.
Sherman Dale, Bellevue City
Schools; J. W. Dennis, Winchester City; Lee Gentry, Marlon
City it East Bernatadt.
Ted Gilbert, London & Maysvllie Town; Charles J. Hail, Pulaskl County; Clarence D. Harmon, McCreary Co.; Charles W.
Hart, Nelson & Franklin Co.;
Leslie Leach, Barren County,
Mrs. Nell Guy McNamara, Montgomery; Joda Mllbern, Lincoln Co.; Roscoe C. Miller, East
Bernstadt Schools; J. B. Moore,
Madison Co.
W. J. Moore, Midway Schools;
Luther Morgan, Owsley Co.; Wal-

ter Powers, Gallatln Co.; Coleman Reynolds, Jackson Schools;
Chester Spears, Ludlow; W. C.
Stevens, Gallatln Co.; Otis Johnson, Jackson Co.; Rector Jones,
Boons Co.; Hayes Lewis, Leslie Co.; Douglas MlUer, Estill
Co.; Mrs. Neureul Miracle,Rockcastle Co.; Conrad C. Ott, Lexington Ind. Schools; D. P. Parsley, Nicholas Co.
Denve Partln, WhlUey Co.;
Lloyd E. Patterson, Richmond
City Schools; Paul W. Polly,
Paris City Schools; Earl C. Roberts, Walter-Verona City Schools; Herschel Roberts; Fort
Knox Schools; William Slusher,
Bell County; Charles Spears,
Plkevllle City; Herbert Steely,
Willlamsburg City.
Roy G. Teague, Harland Ind.
Schools; Grover B. Turner,Georgetown; Pleas Turner Owsley
CO.; Ora Watts, Cloverport, Sam
Taylor, Lee County Co.; Ishmael
Triplet Prestonsburg; W. M.
Watklns, Casey Co.; G. W. Campbell, Corbln Ind. Schools; Joe S.
Caudlll, Jackson, Ind. Schools;
William Pearson, Madison Co.;
Otis C. Amis, Mt. Vernon, and
John M. Potter, Sharpsville, Indiana.

The Decisive Shot
Oary "Oool George" Paul prepares to shoot the free throw that
Dayton's doom Friday night as the Colonels scored a shofflrtng 76-75
Tlctory.
Progress Photo by D. A.

Judge Louie Nunn Inaugurated as First
Republican Governor in Twenty Years
BY REGALD B. SMITH
PROGRESS NEWS EDITOR
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 13—
Kentucky's new Republican Governor Louie B. Nunn, and Democrat Lieutenant Governor Wendell H. Ford, each gave their offers to cooperate through the
next four years as they were
Inaugurated into office.
This was the scene as the splitparty took the.oath of office.
Tuesday, December 12.

responsibility of the majority of
Kentucklans to "prepare the
young for usefulness, and provide
the old with comfort.* He added,
"To this I will spare no effort"
In his closing words, before
being administered the oath of
office, he asked the people for
their prayers and their cooperation, saying that, "With these
I will not fail, and without them
I cannot succeed."
With these ending words, he
was administered the oath of ofAn-expected crowd of 40,000 fice by Judge Samuel S. Stelnspectators didn't materialize, al- feld, making him the first repthough it was a pleasant day. ublican governor In 24 years.
Nearly BO.OOO people viewed the This was followed by 17 roaring
inaugural ceremonies as the sun blasts of cannons welcoming the
took priority over a forecast of new governor to his post.
rain.
The Capitol's new 98-bell car Governor Nunn gave an im- rlllon, recently presented by the
pressive address to his audience, Liberty National Bank and Trust
pleading for cooperation from Co.. of Louisville, played a tune
the split-party, and offering his during Governor Nunn's speech,
"hand of friendship* to all who to let the people know It was 3
will accept it.
o'clock. The carillon Is one of
the newest additions to the CapHis address touched on many itol, and this is one time It let
areas, and he seemed to have Us presence be known.
Proceeding the ceremonies
something in store for everyone.
Looking Into the crowd of spec- was an Inaugural parade, which
tators, he stated that It was the was led by the Eastern Kentucky

University color guard. The parade lasted nearly four hours,
and consisted of some 17,000
participants.
The Kentucky National Guard
played a major PerfMn the parade. Units from the guard included the Kentucky National Guard's 202nd Army Band of Ashland, a marching unit from the
Kentucky Air National Guard,
massed colors and guide-ons representing each National Guard
unit In the Commonwealth, afloat
designed as a map of Kentucky
featuring guardsmen of different
eras, displays of military vehicles and hardware, and a select military quit from Glasgow, the Governor's hometown.
Eastern was well represented
in the parade as they had Participants representing the Pershing Rifles, Counter Gorilla Raiders, the R.O.T.C. Sponsors,
and the Eastern Marching Maroons Band.
The ceremonies carried through the night, when the Inaug- •
ural Ball, which was opened to the
public and split Into four asperate balls, sent the celebration
Into the'early morning hours.

Development Council Aids
Educationally Deprived
BY BARBARA DONNELL
KRFDC which began in MadPROGR ESS FEATURE EDITOR ison County two years ago now
A Richmond teenager wanted
to finish high school, but could
not afford the expense of education. Through the efforts of
the Kentucky River Foothills Development Council, however, he
was awarded a scholarship which
enabled him to purchase books
and school supplies.
A pre-schooler who had led a
culturally deprived existence was
Introduced to KRFDC's headstart program. Thus, she was
able to make a healthy adjustment to school and children
who took for granted the books,
crayons, and games which were
at first so awesome to her.
Another high school student
was slow and unresponsive In
all of his classes because of a
reading problem. Yet, through
tutorial sessions provided by the
Kentucky River Foothills Development Council, he was able
to overcome this handicap in his
learning process:
Examples such as these are
seemingly endless. Vitamins,
clothing, medicines, and family
planning information are obtainable by low lmcorae families
through KRFDC.
This organization has several
community centers
located
throughout Madison County that
serve all age groups. They are
found at Silver Creek, Big Hill,
Bear Wallow, Race Street, Central, and Robinson Terrace Community Centers.

also Is active in Estill, Clark, and
Powell County.
Students from Eastern have
been very Instrumental in the
progress made by the KRFDC
in Madison County. On a volunteer basis they work individually and through campus groups
to tutor and plan recreation for
the underprlveledged.
Mrs. Tom Cornett, Madison
County Coordinator for KRFDC,
praised Eastern students for
their contributions. "They all
find this to be rewarding work,"
she said. "It is an education in
Itself.
"We have never asked for help
from Eastern students that we
haven't received It," she said.
"Our most urgent need now is
assistance In providing Christmas parties for the poor children.
"Any Individual or organization is welcomed to offer Christmas gifts, candy, fruits, or
just their time to give these
children a happier Christmas.*
It la Mrs. Cornett's hope that
those who become interested In
KRFDC as a Christmas project
will want to continue working in
the community centers.
Mrs. Cornett mentioned the
cooperation of the Methodist Student Center In particular as she
listed the projects that were
made possible by the help of
Eastern students.

[ Or rarKNDSBT?" la offered by
Governor Louie B. Nunn as he makes his In-

augural

In Frankfort Tuesday^
Photo by

Young People's Theatre Production Being Presented
open to the public.
BY JUDI LEDFORD
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
Miss Sara Spencer, founder
Eastern's drama department of the Anchorage Press, which
Is presenting the premiere Young published Children's Theatre InPeople's
Theatre production, cluding Johnny, will attend to•Johnny Moonbeam and theSUver night's performance.
Arrow' tonight and tomorrow Miss Spencer Is past presinight at the Model School Audi- dent of the Children's Theatre
torium for the Richmond and Association, Is a member of the
Madison County school children Board of Directors of the Ameriof the fourth, fifth, and sixth can Center for the International
grades.
Association of Theatre for ChilTonight Is family mgt. The dren and Youth, and was the
performance, beginning at 7:30 first American representative
p.m.. Is open to the public
to the International Children
A 2:00 p.m. matinee tomor- Theatre's Conference. Johnny
row marks the final perform- Moonbeam was the first Ameriance of the play, and Is also can production presented at the

conference. Miss Spencer will
be accompanied by a party from
the Louisville Children's Theatre.
Following tonight's performance, Eastern's Little Theatre
Club will have a reception la
Walnut Hall In honor of Ming
Spencer. Everyone attending thai
performance that evening will be
Invited to the reception.
Also attending tonight's performance will be Professor William Blrner. Dlrectr of Children's theatre at Onto Unlver-i
slty and director of Research for
the Children's Theatre Conference.
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No Harsh Comments For Yuletide H**£*r

WELL, HERE it a Christinas time already
again. Once more Eastern's students will
be packing their suitcases and going home
to rest, consume voluminous amounts of
edibles and rest up for the final round of
school this semester before finals.
Since this is the season of truce, good
will toward men and peace on earth, this
pen will pull in its caustic horns, assume the
role of yuletide pacifist, and ad lib a little.

First, a big congratulations to the
Colonels on their effotrs this year, which
merited them the OVC championship and
last Saturday the victory at the Rice Bowl.
We can all share in these victories and enjoy the extra day of f for the holidays which
they gained us.
Second, a diched word to the wise.
DRIVE CAREFULLY! You don't want
to disappoint the professors do you. After

all, they will work till late hours drawing
up their mind-draining finals just for you.
Besides we want you back here after the
holidays to read the Progress.
Finally, we regret that this editorial has
not been attacking, insulting, or tiger-toothed. But never fear for this pen will return
with avid aggressiveness after the holidays.
Till then Merry Christmas from all the Progress staff and Happy New Year.

Collegiate Primary Set

Historical Perspective On Vietnam
The nationalistic people of Vietnam
interpret American presence in their country with the same atittude that Colonial
Americans interpreted British presence in
the United States before 1776. This is
not an opinion; it is a fact.
One of the greatest problems of the
20th century is that the most powerful nation on earth must fail to recognize a truly
nationalistic movement because of the type
of government involved.
It is again a great irony that the United
States has alienated itself to any form of
strong central govrenment that must exist
before any young nation can become independantly organized; and it is indeed a
shame that this strong central government
must always be labeled (Communism).
We must remember that during and
after the American Revolution, strong
central government played an extremely important role in organizing national policies.
Although there were eventually Irate and,
olcal governments, in the beginning, everyone blindly submitted to the demands of the
Revolutionary movement.
<
When reading the newspapers, we are
naturally inclined to believe that the "boogy
man" of strong central government will always remain in control wherever he gets it
This is not true. Russia is an excellent example. Since the Russian Revolution, the Russians have been gradually coming more towards our definition of proper
government.
Once the initial period of organization
is over, there is a tendancy for new governments to become more democratic and less
totalitarian.
Thus, if Vietnam were allowed to organize for the interest of the majority, in
time democracy would materialize.
Why will we not allow them this initial period of organization?
First of all, there are a number of
highly educated people in the United States
who feel that the "baton of colonialism"
has been passed across the Atlantic from
Britian to America.
During the 19th century, England regulated the world economy, and insured a
profitable balance of power. We have all
heard that "the sun never sets on the British
flag," or "Britania rules the waves." These
are expressions of 19th century British Imperialism, and some people would have us
believe that the noun "America" is being
substituted for the noun "Britian" in each
expression.

When Britian ruled the waves in the
19th century, she was unhandicapped by the
aspirations and dreams of the underdeveloped peoples of the world. At that time our
elaborately developed systems of comcunicarion and transportation did not exist
The underdeveloped peoples did not understand the white-skinned, blue-eyed foreigners who had such an intense interest in land
so far away Britian. The British were able
profit from the exploitation of these politically unorganized peoples who constantly
fought among themselves, or exhibited such
a profound lack of information that political unity never could have been achieved
in the 19th century.
Thus, the industries of Britian were
fed by the rich mineral deposits of far-off
lands; and die same regions provided almost unlimited markets for British manufactured products.
.While Britian regulated the 19th century international economy, small classes of
ruling native elite began to materialize.
These people worked closely with the British, and acquired huge fortunes from this
interaction.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of the
people did not benefit from British economic domination, but at that time, lack of
information and political unity kept the
masses from recognizing their interests.
In the 20th century it was not long
before the underdeveloped peoples began
to appreciate the virtures of political organization,
The more educated among them knew
that in order to become organized, it would
be necessary to change the traditional social
structure. This involved the elimination
of British economic domination along with
the elite native government. Programs for
social revolution never would have appeared
if it were not for the "undemocratic" distribution of economic opportunities.
With this background, we can no
longer view the war in Vietnam as a conflict "to save national honor" when the
grieviences of Vietnamese nationalists are
similar to those of the American Revolution
before 1776.
If we are imitating 19th century Britian, we have (and would like) economic
interests in the underdeveloped regions of
the world; and these interests oppose the
desires of truly nationalistic Asians for a
higher standard of living through
(independani) organization and eventual
industrialization.

COM-.
AIN, s$

A collegiate presidential primary, involving nearly 2500 colleges and several
million students, will be held simultaneously
on campuses across the country on April 24,
1968. Leaders of student organizations at
more than 200 major universities (list enclosed) have already asked to participate in
the vote. Announcement of CHOICE 68,
National Collegiate Presidential Primary
and an invitation to take part will go out
to 2200 additional colleges this week.
CHOICE 68 is being run by a Board
of Directors composed of eleven student
leaders, each from a different region of the
country. The Board is establishing guidelines for the Primary, designing the ballot
and providing overall direction and leadership. Schools represented by the Board are
the University of California at Berkeley,
Kansas State Teachers College, University
of Texas, Fordham University, University
of Wisconsin, Universiyt of Utah, University of Utah, University of Tennessee,
Michigan State University, Yale University,
Georgia Institute of Technology, University of Oregon.
Administrative costs are being underwritten by TIME Magazine as a public service. . .Results of the Primary will be freely
available to all media.
Initial response by student leaders has
been highly favorable. According to Robert G. Harris, Executive Director of
CHOICE 68, formerly student body president of Michigan State University, "college
men and women see the Primary as a
meaningful political activity and a monumental opportunity to make themselves
heard in an effective way."
In addition to indicating their choice
of presidential candidates, students will also
have a chance to vote on certain issues of
national concern. The selection of these
issues will also be made by the Board of
Directors.
In its information prospectus on
CHOICE 68, the Board explained the philosophy behind the idea this way: "Never
in the nation's history have so many college
students been so well informed about the
major issues of the day ... yet they have
had little opportunity to express their views
in a unified, coherent manner. CHOICE
68 offers students the opportunity to express their preference on Presidential candidates and selected issues—to speak for
the first time as a body politic."
According to its spokesman, "The
Board expects to turn out upwards of two
million votes on campus, enough to command the nation's consideration and attention."
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The Eastern Progress wishes to thank Hugh Haynie for extending permission to
alter and localize his cartoon appearing in the December 11th issue of the CourierJournal.
Season's Greetings to Mr. Haynie and his collegues at the Courier-Journal.
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Poll Reveals Use Of Drufcs Less Than Rumored

could be a reflection of exaggerated news
accounts about drug used on campus, the
Digest suggests.
Projected to the nation's six million
college students, the Gallup figures indicate some 300,000 drug users — a sharp
contrast to the reported "millions." Moreover, the percentage applies only to fc»*V t*
who have tried drugs. It is likely that a M
far smaller group are regular users.
Accompanying the poll is an article exploding some of the myths about "mindexpanding" drugs such as LSD. Author
Dr. Donald Louria, an associate professor
at Cornell University Medical College and
president of the New York State Council
on Drug Addiction, says there is no evidence to support claims that LSD increases
creativity. More likely the opposite is true,
(testates.
He notes for example that in one study
a group of accomplished pianists played
under LSD's influence. Although each
thought he played superbly, all reacted with
distaste when the recording was played
back after the LSD had worn off.
As to the claim made by Dr. Timothy
Leary and others that LSD is an aphrodisiac, Dr. Louria says that it is "totally
spurious."
"While an LSD hallucination may
have highly erotic content" he writes, "the
drug is, if anything, an anti-aphrodisiac"
Against this background, it is encouragDear Managing Editor:
I want to congratulate you and thank you ing that the students questioned in the Galfor the fine Job you did on the special sports
supplement of the Eastern Ptugiaas. We lup Poll were not only reluctant to try drugs
coadtM certainly appreciate It and I know our themselves, but felt that dose who were
football team did also. This certainly will be
a Ma* help to us In recruiting, in that we have "on" marijuana or LSD were "lost, mixed
lent the extra copies you gave ua to some pro- up, sick." Far from being the "in" group,
mlaing athletes.
Many thank* again for the time and effort those who take drugs are seen by their
you dedicated to the production of such a fine fellows as victims rather than heroes.

Reports of mass student involvement
with the illicit drugs marijuana and LSD
are widely exaggerated, according to the
Gallup Poll.
Only about six percent of the nation's
college students have ever tried marijuana
and not more than one percent have experimented with LSD, according to a survey of students in 426 colleges by the noted
pollster.
The poll was taken by Dr. George
Gallup's American Institute of Public Opinion for The Reader's Digest; results are
published in the magazine's November issue, out October 26.
For all the outcry about drugs on campus, a majority—fifty-one percent—of the
students questioned said that they did not
even know a single student who had tried
marijuana or LSD. And they estimated
with reasonable accuracy that only about
four percent of those on their own campus
had tried drugs.
However, when asked how many of
their fellow collegians across the nation
used drugs, the students interviewed jumped their estimates to a very high 13 percent
This higher guess for "outside" campuses
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McGill
De Gaulle And 'Americanization'
the purchase of certain French businesses
by Americans is a piece of immaturity, in
that it ignores the primary fact that the
French had them up for sale. They were
on the market for any buyer willing to pay
the price, because the businesses were not
competitive and were losing money.
In the main their lack of competitiveness stemmed from general obsolescence.
The machinery was old and hopelessly out
of date. Their plants were not designed
for modern production and movement of
goods. Their methods were antiquated.
Their housekeeping on inventory was hopelessly inadequate and they lacked good
cost control systems on materials and manhour production. (These same conditions
exist in much of Great Britain's production
sector.)
General de Gaulle knows all these
things. He also is aware that all over
Europe there is a similar American "invasion" where obolescence and antiquated
methods of merchandising have caused
some businesses to fall helplessly behind in
the competitive world markets.
in
many places, particularly in Europe, a docfumes, colognes and a massive variety of
tor for sick 'businesses." (Japan, in her
cosmetics were on sale. There was a preown very efficient manner, is doing somescription counter and another where the
thing of the same thing.) It is simply not
usual bottles of cough syrups, tonics, pain
true that Americans are "imposing' their
killers, and so on were to be had. There
"materialistic culture" It would not be
were gift shop and costume jewelry secpossible to do so.
tions.
I recall sitting one day between
The place was jammed, day and night.
at
a
Frankfurt, Germany, airport. It
Today there are many "Drug Stores"
a
warm
spring day. The tables were out
in Paris. They have been licensed in other
cities. There are also more than 10,000 Tt an adjoining table a couple criticized a
self«ervice stores. (In 1966 the count young mother who had "Americanized" her
two sons by putting them in blue jeans. Inwas 9,957. In 1945 there were none.)
Tbe consumption of soft drinks, to the terested, I questioned her. It was quite
distress of the wine industry, has zoomed, simple. "Blue jeans wear well, she said.
The figure for nonalcoholic drinks gulped "and they are easily washed,
by French youths was 600 million gallons
General de Gaulle himself bgeins to
in 1945 ... and the total today is much reveal obsolescence.
l„ger(Dtatrtboted 1MT,
HOT, fcy
by NMMM
PaliH*.nHJ
larger.
{Wuttnman*
Hal ■*■■">*>
WswMnOm)
General de Gaulle's bitter criticism of
<*■ *»*■■ ■
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By RALPH McGILL
On ictdiog M. Chute de Gaulle's
latest jeremiad against the United States—
its businessmen ate buying up too many
businesses in Fiance, and Europeans ate becoming "Americanized"—memory stirred.
By the merest chance I was in Paris
shortly after the fiist "Drug Store" was
opened. It was a dream. The French
businessman who had been enchanted with
U.S. drugstores had stinted nothing. He
had the conventional long marble-topped
counter where, on soft leather stools wtlh
comfortable padded backs, customers could
wait on their hamburgers or cheeseburgers
to broil. Or, their hotdogs to steam and
hot soup to be served. There was a difference. One could purchase "shakes" of
all flavors or a bloody Maty; a Coke or a
glass of brandy; a bourbon, Scotch or wine.
There were attractive alcoves with
tables where the more leisurely could sit
and have their burgers or grilled cheese
sandwiches served in style. Mule, beer or
booze was instantly available.
There was a Urge »?**» where r*°£
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Special Art Course Enrolls Productive Student

color. She's broken away from subject
By JUD1 LEDFORD
matter she used in the past She's experiProgress Staff Writer
' with entire! j
Judy Lopozanski, a senior art major
from Perth Amboy, N.J., is the only student enrolled in Art 563 under Mr. Gerald
W. Miller. Asked to describe the course,
Mr. Miller explained that it is a special
problems course dealing with all areas of
art offered by Eastern: ceramics, jewelry,
painting, graphics, and sculpture. It may
be taken only after the student has taken
all the courses offered in his or her particular field of study and only with department permission. "It's a further study in
the enrichment of a person's involvement, a
Judy, who's "been interested in art
person's work," be said.
her
life,
but who only decided to major in
Judy confessed that last year her paintit
her
second
semester at Eastern, said, "You
ings were dominated by blues and greens.
have
to
be
in
a certain frame of mind to
In this course she is doing twelve paintings,
paint. You become so involved in (paintnone of which include these colors.
According to Mr. Miller, "She's chang- ing) that you become oblivious to things
ed her whole approach to composition and around you."
Judy and Mr. Miller agreed that you
can get so involved in a work that when
you know something is wrong or you don't
feel right about something, you can't tell
4fc)T*» £"*•*•*■» •YNMCATK
It's trees and bells, shoppers and snow;
what it is. That's when it's best to put
Saint Nicholas' reindeer, a child's happy that work aside and start a new one. One
glow;
of the purposes of Judy's undertaking
An open fire and bows and gifts;
twelve paintings this semester is to prevent
A cold North wind and pure-white drifts;
her getting too involved with one. ,
Turkey and trimmings, unwrapping and
When Judy was asked what she felt
giving;
when she was painting, she replied that it
But more than these, ifs paeceful living.
was just an idea that could be reproduced
It's an open hearth and snow on the sat;
A teasing card that says, "Don't open 'tUf on canvas. "What the artist does is create
The Christmas carols that are joyfully sung;t so that the viewer can recreate."
Mr. Miller explained, "She's working
The care in giving that's eternally young;
with
line, shape, color, texture, and values
But more than these, ifs love and youth;
(light
or dark of a color). She starts with
The birthright of Christ—beauty and truth.
shapes
that interest her and approaches
But today tfs the death toll; the early
them
intellectually."
He remarked that he
freeze;
was very pleased with her progress. She's
The senseless war across the seas;
The shoppers who give no more than they painting what she wants to paint but she s
using a different approach.
buy;
And the gtftless child who's too poor to
cry;
-"'
The storekeepers selling only whafs on the
shelves;
It's the worthless people giving none of
-1J»,H—4^-m* An. S. M-Y W Mj by N_,
The Progress and everyone connected
themselves.
with the Bloodmobile wish to thank Mr.
It's nothing to wrap or put bows around;
A serenity and peace that man hasn't found; Lawson, owner of Lawson, Chrysler-Plymouth, for the advertisement which was
It's too easily said again and again—
At M.I.T., they call a dropout any
Ifs "Peace on Earth; Good Will Toward carried in the Progress announcing the
student who quits school after getting his
Bloodmobile. Mr. Lawson has donated
Men."
master's degree!
several ads in the interest of the blood drive.
deneel
nsa.Tlliiiii
—Terry Rankin

It's Christmas

Effort Appreciated
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THE BIG HO SAYS BUY YOUR XMAS GIFT
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FOR THE WOMEN:

FOR THE MEN:
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• SUITS
• SPORT COATS
• DRESS SLACKS

•
•
•
•
•

49.95 — 79.95
354)0 — 45410
13.95 — 14.95

(PUB aai Ptakl.)

• SWEATERS
• SHIRTS

{

11.95
4.95

16.95
8.50

(LiaftM, ■■■■Us. * Wtac Tip.)

• SWEATERS

1*95 — 24.95

ALSO
m
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AVAILABLE A PINE SUCTION OP
TIES. GLOVES. SCARVES AND

rvnra
irrissiDi
OTHER ACCESSORB
ACCESSOSns

31.95
19.95
17.95
13.95
4.95

39.95
29.95
21.95
14.95
5.95

I

(U-Skop Custom Skirt)

(tat, C-Sfcop OMtam Skirt)

• SHOES

SUITS
DRESSES .
SLACKS
LOAFERS
SHIRTS

12.95-18.95

(V-Necta, Crew Neck* Turtle Neck. * OMtffMB)
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Eastern Defeats Ball State In Rice Bowl Classic
By CKAIO AJOfEIMAN
bMn K-tack, IWwnrty
football stock, already CM of
UM martet'a highest, closed 14
potato hitter than tta opposition
In heavy aetton Saturday afterooon ta Murfreeeboro, Tenn.
Preferred puriat stock gained 12 polnU during the day's
action u the Colonels completed
21 of 27 passes.
Premium ground stock also
rained IX point* Saturday afternoon While PATa scored a three
point gain.
These gains combined to wipe
out a 13 point advance by the
opponent and the Ohio Valley
Conference champion Eastern
Colonels scored a 27-13 win over
Ball State in the NCAA-spon,ored
Grantland Rice Bowl,
pUyed before 7,000 fans In Horace Jonas Field and a large tawvision audience.
By virtue of that victory.
■astern closed the football season as champions of the 10-state
add-East college division region,

SpUt-end Aaron Marsh waa
with an 8-1-2 won-lort-tled removed to tailback In an effort
cord.
to strengthen the Colonels runattack. And he did. The
Saturday's game was filled ning
Little All-America set up the
■rlth Ita Individual heroes.
Jtan Ouice completed 15 of 19 first two scores with two punt
passes, a Rice Bowl record, for returns for S» yarda. six carries
1M yards and two touchdowns. from scrimmage tor 45 yards
For his efforts, the Colonel field and three paaa receptions.
general was awarded a plaque Marsh Injured
Marsh waa forced frm the
rymbolic of the game's Most
field with a back Injury In the
Valuable Player.
Cyntnlana. sophomore Teddy third quarter of play.
Then there waa the defense
Taylor waa a leader on the defensive unit. The Colonel mid- anchored by Taylor, linebackers
dle guard provided the game's Ron Reed and Jimmy Moberly,
biggest play when he took a tackle Jim Demler and backs
hand-off away from Ball State Harry Lens and Bob Webb that
Ball
State's feared
quarterback Doc Heath and limited
raosd 39 yards tor a touchdown ground attack to 157 yards.
Heralded tailback Amos Vanon u,,. second half's first play
Pelt waa held to only 17 yards
f^n, »crimmage.
wingback John Taael esta- in 11 carries.
And there was the offensive
biuhed another Rice Bowl reline that consistantly gave Gulce
cord with his 11 paaa1receptions and reserve quarterback Tim
that covered 127 yards
yar
and a speaks time to throw the rescoring aerial that provided the cord-setting number of pass
game's first score.
completions.
The Colonels wasted little
time getting on the scoreboard.
'• Marsh returned the opening
• klckoff 21 yarda to the Eastern

AS I
SEEJT

;at

•Taael Oatokes TO Paaa

punt 18 yarda to the Ball State
46, and then saw the ball advanced 15 more yarda whan one
of the opponents hit him after
the whistle had blown.
It only took Ouice five plays
to direct the Colonels to another
score with the Eastern Junior
doing the honors himself on
five-yard run.
kicked the extra
13-0 lead.
Ban State's offense cam* to
life momentarily In the second
quarter when they marched 67
yard* for a score with VanPelt
going over from the three.
Drive* Stopped
Two Colonel drives In the
second period that
headed for paydirt
by an interception and a
and thus the halfUme score
stood at 18-7.
The fan* barely had time to
capture their breath at halftlme
before Taylor
provided the
startling play of the game with
39 yard touchdown steal of an
Intended Bail State hand-Off.
A Colonel fumble Inside the
thirty-yard line provided the
Cardinals with an excellent opportunity to score, bat the
Colonel defense rose ot the occasslon and stopped Ball State
on the Eastern nine-yard line.
It was here that Ouice gave
the viewing audience a performance they will likely not forget
tor some time.

The
game ended aa the
And thus the final chapter fat
Colonel* ware about to acore one of the most successful seaagain. They had the ball on sons In Eastern football history
the Cardinal one-yard line.
came to Its happy ending.

Coach Kidd Given Game
'rSJVl Ball By Football Team
BY CRAIG AMMERMAN
Roy Kldd had a ball Saturday.
First, bis Eastern Colonels
football team soundly defeated
Ball State 27-13 In the Grantland Rice Bowl.
Then, hi* team presented him
with the game ball in the dressing room amidst a happy celebration.
Kldd had followed a pattern
during the season of giving the
game ball to one of his players
each week who was instrumental
In the Colonel's rise to success.
And he tried to do the same
thing Saturday afternoon.
But the team would have none
of that.
Trl-captaln and all-conference'
safety Harry Lens called for
few momenta' silence so that he.
could make the presentation.
Lauded By Players
"Coach," Lens said, "we would
Ilka you to have this game ball,
because you're the best coach In
the Ohio Valley Conference, the
mid-east region or anywhere else
anybody plays football."
Wingback John Taael, who had
Just established a Grantland Rice
Bowl record with 11 pass receptions for 127 yards and one
touchdown, then led the team In
three spirited cheers tor Kidd.
The players then resumed their
victory celebration, and Kldd re-1

• Three Marsh runs of 28, 10
•and nine yards, two Gulce-Taael
"passfin and two runs by Bob
' Beck moved the ball to the Ball
.State eight-yard line.
• The next two plays saw the
•••••••••■
* Colonels lose seven yards, but
that was only temporary. Ouice
He directed a 91 yard scoring
What can I say about Claude Sullivan?
found Taael open In the end drive In which he completed six
Claude Sullivan died last week, the victim of lung cancer
aone on the following play for of six passes for 64 yard*. The
Sullivan waa the "Voice of the Cincinnati Reds.'- He also the game's first score. The try scoring strike waa a 28-yard
was the voice of the University of Kentucky Wildcats for twenty- for the point after waa blocked. aerial from Gulce to tailback
two years. He waa the voice of ail sports to ail Kentucklans.
After the defense stopped Ball Ted Holcomb. Murphy added
He was 4S-years-old and the father of two teen-age sons, state cold on Its first series of the point after.
Reserve quarterback Jim NeHe was the manager and owner of a chain of radio stations, and [jownai the offense was off and
he waa the originator of a sports network.
running (or passing, as the case ver tallied Ball State's final
score In the last period whan he
But Claude Sullivan was more than that.
was) again.
He was a man who brought Joy to many lives. His broadMarsh returned a Cardinol raced 11 yard* around right and.
casts carried over the eastern United States, and he was one of
the most respected broadcasters in the business.
He was a man who took tremendous pride in his work. A
Sullivan broadcast of a high school game sounded Just as professional as did his broadcast of the NCAA championship.
Clailde Sullivan waa Just reaching the peak of a tremendous
career two years ago when It was discovered that he had cancer.
But that did not slow him down.
He went to Mayo Clinic to receive treatment that halted the
cancerous growth in his lungs.
After a few months' return to the mike, it was discovered
that the cancer had spread ot his vocal cords and trachea. It completely destroyed one of the vocal cords.
But he fought back again.
He returned to the air with the tame familiar, authorlattlve
voice. But it wasn't long befoer he couldn't talk above a loud
whisper.
Most men would have wilted in the face of such tragedy.
Not Claude Sullivan.
He continued to produce and direct the broadcasts of the
Cincinnati Reds and the Kentucky Wildcats. He continued to
tell the many concerned people around him that he was going
to return to broadcasting In a abort time .
He answered every note, card and letter that waa sent to
him, even In his darkest hours. And these letters expressed his
sincere appreciation for the people's concern over hla health.
Claude Sullivan took an Interest In other people.
When this writer waa hospitalised with a leg Injury, Sullivan
took time out from a busy schedule to pay numerous visits. And
In the following years he carried on a correspondence that always showed' concern for the Injury, which In reprospect was
very Insignificant when compared to his own disease.
Success did not spoil Claude Sullivan. He never forgot a
name or a face, and he never failed to speak In a cheerful manner to anyone.
But cancer did finally claim the life of the highly-respected
broadcaster.
TaUan (IS)
HHJUQV, Amos Van Pelt,
It Is far too easy to eulogise.
tackle on this play.
But perhaps the greatest tribute to a great man was the ■topped by the Colonel defense In Saturday's
Prograa* Photo by D. A. Rams
esteem hundreds of thoauands of friends and fans held for Claude Grantland Rice Bowl game. Ha gained IT
yarda in 11 carries, aa Jim Demler (70) and
Sullivan.
This! was Claude Sullivan.
What more can I say ?
^
Cnig Anaen-H

THE

1
1
1
1
1
1

tired to a corner to talk with
newsmen.
"It waa Just a great over-ail
effort," Kldd said of the team'a
performance. "The offense came
through, and so did the defense.
"This has to be one of the
happiest days of my life.
"The kids were unselfish all
year long. They took great pride
in their work, and now they have
something to be proud of."
The unselfishness that Kidd
spoke of was evident throughout
the dressing room.
Ouice la Honored
Jim Gulce, who was voted the
game's Most Valuable Player on
the strength of his 15 of 19 pass
completions that carried lor 136
yuia ^^ produced two scores.
would only praise the offensive
line and his receiver*.
"The line gave me plenty of
time all day long," Gulce said.
"And the receivers ran their
pass patterns perfectly."
- All - conference guard Fred
Trolke spoke of the team's pride.
■They (Ball State) were laughing at us and saying stuff like,
'You little kids couldn't beat anybody i" (Ball State outweighed
Eastern over 20 pounds per man.)
"Wall, I guess we showed them
—didn't we."
Indeed they did.
The atmosphere was a little
nostalgic for senior trl-captalns
Lenz, Chuck Siemon and Aaron
Marsh.
Lenz, a unanimous all-conference choice was the Colonel's
leader all year long. Ha inter-

JOHN TAZEX, junior flanker back, caught 11 passes tor U7
yards In Eastern's 27-13 vicotry over powerful Ball State.
Taxel's 11 receptions were a new Grantland Rice Bowl record.
—Progress Photo by D. A. Rains

I.I.I,

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

cepted a Pass Saturday and was in
on numerous tackles.
Siemon, an all-conference selection even though he missed
five games with a broken game,
played a strong game defensively
despite the fact it had been over
eight weeks since he had worn
football pads.
Marsh, an All-America, splitend, was switched to tailback
to give the Colonels running attack a boost. He did Just that as
he rushed for 45 yards In the
first half setting up the first two
■cores before a back injury
forced the Springfield,
native from the game.

Ohio,

"Aaron, we're sure going to
miss you next year," one newspaperman noted. "Not aa much as
I'U miss Eastern though," Marsh
repUed.
The team then boarded a bus
headed for Nashville where they
continued the celebration spending Saturday night touring the big
city basking In the glow of a successful season.
It was a celebration truly fit for
a champion.
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.. . fentnrtag the Ufa insurance pta> designed aapsrially tor college
ry to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFAOTOR".

2.99 3.99

BASKETBALL PICKS FOR THE WEEK

ahirta, carefully tailored by Fruit of thn
■ w*/b cofHD#o cotton otoo^fcioffio, oxford ctottts*
DM not ana EnkaJone ti'IMti,
White; colors.

The Cokwieto are nothing bat tough... After ■aaertlag nationally-ranked Dayton aad
Marshall, the team proved they can play with anybody... The Colonels take on Tampa,
iMaral and Ball State before next year. They then open up the OVC schedule with
Anstln ePay and Murray. Miami and Murray may give the Colonels same trouble, hot
It looks She 5 W1N~

Nationally Adv. CAVALIER
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Nockwear

I

MEN'S TIES

Special Select Gifts

AUSTIN PEAY
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College Life Insurance Company
Of America

MIAMI
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MURRAY

SWEATERS

TAMPA
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JEWELRY
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BILL MANZ SATS, "You
don't have to be aa a the! to to
realise that THE BENEFACTOR' la the beat policy
for your own defense. THE
BENEFACTOR' la designed
especially for the college student Ask now about THE
BENEFACTOR."
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Flyers Are Lynched In Close Game
By ORAIQ AMMEKMAN
Boyd Lynch?
Who In the world is Boyd
Lynch?
Well, Boyd Lynch la a 6-8
180-pound (that's right, 180
pounds) sophomore center who
want from rags-to-riches In leas
than two hours.
Friday night, in Alumni Coli-

seum, Boyd Lynch was announced aa a starting forward
Cor the Colonela In their game
against nationally ranked Daytea.
Most of the 7,260 fans who
:ame to see Guy Strong make
his home debut as head coach of
the Colonels wondered what he
was trying to pun by starting

tome unknown who had never
started a basketball game in his
Ufa.
Two hours later they knew.
Lynch scored 28 points, 23 In
the second half, and ted eastern
to a shocking 76-78 upset over
i Dayton team that last year
was runner-up to NCAA-champion UCLA and a team that was
favored by more than JO points
Friday night
rfcere Wat* Other HatWM
But Lynch want the only
hero In the upset

two more free throws, and only
■even short seconds separated
Eastern and one of its biggest
upsets la basketball history.
There wore other heroes, too.
Garfleld Smith scored 11
points and got a game-high 23
rebounds.
WllHe Woods pulled In 13 rebounds and held All-America
Don May to only three field
goals.
Bobby Washington scored 16

points, had six assists and made
the key interception when the
Colonels were trailing 78-72 with
less than a minute to play.
The game was nip-and-tuck
until Smith and Washington led
a Colonel surge that brought
Eastern to a 30-23 lead midway
In the first half.
Fryers Surge Back
But Dayton came right back.
Sophomore center George Janky
and senior guard Rudy Water-

Then Dayton seemed to regain
Its composure, and began to
charge toward the win most
people had conceded It before
the opening whistle sounded.
Slowly, but surely, the veteran
Flyers closed the gap until they
overtook Eastern at 78-72 on
two free throws by Waterman.
Marshall Next Opponent
The Colonels came down floor,
shot and missed. Dayton got
the rebound and It looked like
the Flyers would prevail.
But Strong's charges would
not accept defeat
Washington picked off a
Waterman pass, and It was time
for Paul's heroics.
And it was time for a Colonel
win.
Don't forget that either. It
won't be the last game they'll
win. Not by a long shot (Or
a foul shot, either, for that matter.)

Take Gary Paul for Instance

Paul bit two free throws with
SI seconds toft to give the Colonela a 74-7S lead.
Then, with seven seconds remaining, Paul rebounded a
missed Dayton shot and waa
touted. Ho proceeded to make

Colonels Defeat
Thundering Herd
BY CRAIG AMMERMAN
It seems that 76 Is the magic
number for Guy Strong and his
surprising Eastern basketball
team.
That's the total they used to
upset the than sixth-ranked Dayton Flyers by a single point
Friday night.
And, one* again, that waa the
lucky number Wednesday night
The Colonela, down by 10 points
with less than seven minutes to
play charged from behind to
defeat 17th- ranked Marshall 7673 bafor 7,500 Alumni Coliseum
tans.
Wednesday night it was Bobby
Washington who supplied the heroics.
Washington hit a Jump shot
KASTEBN HEAD COACH, Guy Strong, attempts to get over to give the Colonels a 70-09
a point In Friday's hotly contested battle with the Dayton lead with 1:54 to play. After
Flyers. Eastern overcame a aeven point deficit to upset the teams bad traded baskets
the Flyers, 76-75.
—Progress Photo by P. A. Rains the Lexington Junior mad* ROM
on two free throws for a 7471 lead.
m
The Thundering Herd closed
the gap to 74-73 only to so*
Washington sink two more free
throws with eight seconds remaining on the clock to secure
for Eastern Its second straight
How good are the Eastern Col- a„d finished the season with an win over a national power.
onels? This question will no overall 14-9 record,
But Washington was not the
doubt be answered in the next Next on the agenda for the only hero.
five games when the Colonels Colonels Is Conference coGarfleld Smith sat a school
play their next five games on the favorite Murray. Murray has record by grabbing 33 rebounds,
road.
The away games are the finest rebounder In the na- only six leas than the whole
hlghllghted by a two game Road tlon in 6*9" Dick Cunningham,
trip into Florida wnere tne coi- Cunningham led the nation In re- Marshall pulled down and he
lend
onels will play Tampa Unlver- bounding In the 1966-67 season pitched In 22 points to
slty and the University of Miami wltn better than a 20 rebound the Eastern scoring.
on successive nights.
Toke Coleman scored nine
per game average. Besides aFriday, December 15, the
points In the second half and
Colonels will face the Tampa veraglng over 20 rebounds per gathered 12 rebounds In the proSpartans. The Spartans, mem- game, Cunningham scored a flf- cats.
bers of the Florida Intercolleg- teen point per game clip. And starting forwards Willie
iate Conference, return four of Furnishing adequate support for Woods and Boyd Lynch contrifive starters from last year's Cunnlngham is returning starter tuned 10 points each.
Behind the play of Washington
team. The biggest threats for Billy Chumbler. Murray finished
the Spartans are center Vic Thlx- second In the OVC tournament and Smith, the Colonela Jumped
ton, and forwards John Slleno held earlier this month In Nash- out to an early 8-3 lead. But
vllle. Murray defeated
and Rudy Bradley.
""••
aeteaieo. defendaerena- Marshall's
George Stone
The next night the Colonels lng OVC champion Western in Covlngton product brought the
continue to Miami where they a semifinal encounter.
Ian Page Six)
«
play the Miami Hurricanes. The
Hurricanes, coached by Ron Godfrey return two starters from
last year's quintet. Rusty Parker and Bill Soena are expected
to be the top threats for the
Hurricanes this season, with
some help expected from a strong
freshman team.
THE REST PLACE TO EAT
On December 28, the Colonels
have a return engagement with
Ball State, only this time it will
be on the basketball court The
Cardinals hope to have more success with the basketball Cononels
than they did on the gridiron.
Although the Cardinals lost
standout players Mack Sawyer,
and John Haney they return a
241 W. MAIN STRUT
strong nueleus In the form of
Terry StlUavower, Mike Shumaker John Miller, and Steve
PHONE 623-9841
RICHMOND, KY.
Ricks.
The Colonels open Ohio valley Conference play January
6 when they travel to ClarksvU- JWWWWWWVWWWW
le to play the Austin Peay Governors. The Governors, twice
victors over the Colonels last
year return Charlie Moore, and
Billy .Rollins to bolster this
year's attack. Austin Peay finished fifth In conference play
last season with a 7-7 record

man led the heavily favored
Flyers to a 41-84 halftlme lead
as the sophomore and junloriominated Colonel squad went
cold from the field.
But the Colonels were not to
be denied.
Boyd Lynch, remember that
name, started bombing Jump
•hots from the corner against
the
Dayton
zone
Behind
Lynchs hot hand the Colonels
shot to a 51-46 toad.

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE

4 Miles South on U.S. 28
Bores Road—Ph. 623-1718

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
MOVIE STARTS 7:00 PI

Simca - Alpine
Tiger - Minx
Sunbeam

* Alpine
Imp
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY
"For th« Rest in Economy Automobiles.
eel or tee Gip Perke or Lester Evswets"
'OrVL' •'

Here's the

Up Beat
Button Down

m

-ARROWS ..__..
DECTON
rtfm \ u
OXFORD
Perma-lron
The no-iron shirt
that doesn't
mean maybe!
Luxurious fabric of 65 %
Dacro'n* polyester, 35%
cotton that's completely
machine washable... tumble
dries to a wrinkle-free finish.
University fashioned long point
collar foe the right casual roll.
And. .'.'this season's new wide track
stripes in a wide range of compatible
color backgrounds. Tapered body
for the new lean look in fashion...
and "Sanforized-Plus" labeled for perfect fit.
•DuPonlR.T.M.

Colonels Go On Road
For Holiday Games

W

$700

HOT-SHOOTTNG Boyd Lynch is shown aa he attempted one
off his 39 shots in the Dayton game. The tall forward hit 14
field goals for his game high 28 points. This was Lynch's
first start as Eastern Colonel.
—Progerss Photo by D. A. Rains
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IDEAL CAFE

CHAR BROIL STEAKS &
BROASTED CHICKEN

I >

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS
W
Pi-Alpha Theta
1
Alpha PI Eappa
0
Lambda PI Omega
0
Walters Wonders
1
The Honeys
8
McGregors Third floor 3
McGregors Grounders 8
SkatteB'ers
t
Walter Warriors
8
Delta ThetaPl
1
Bura'em Bumam
0
This toctodes these games forfetted by Kentucky Belles.

From Formor List Price

RECORD

OLDSMOBILE

All Makes
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

Hundreds More Including
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JAZZ
Stan •eti
warier HIMUMM}?

Col T|oder
r,

TTWTI COWANS

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT 10GU10NS- MAIN STREET i HG MU AVENUE

Doe Shirtey
Rjrrd
Lewis

MAJOR LABELS
Copifol
Artists

Dot
ARC

MG

PLUS MANY FINE CLASSICS

W——

aM.-a»nlM<t>l|

Art Rfakey

r

POPULAR
Tha Peer Semens
Roy C Marias
laironts & Taichar
JoekowsU
Kingston Trio
Trie! Lopax
Chad Mitchell
Daon Mortiii
Swiegle Siegers
Choa m Jaremy
Tee Kinks

COME EARLY FOR REST SELECTIONS

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE
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Eels Defeat Vanderbilt And Sewanee

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry

BY ROY WATSON

"It you're tuo busy studying to do your wash,

SWIMMING EDITOR

let our attendants do it (or you.*'
Last weekend was certainly a
sport* weekend.

2 Hocks off W. Main.
Corner of Poplar & Lombordy Streets

Eastern's basketball team upset nationally-ranked Dayton.

Sen our Sign on the way to Jerry's

The football team won the mideast regional bowl game.
And, as usual, Coach Don
Combs' swimmers continued to
show that they are again one of
the top swimming teams in the
South. Finishing 23rd in the nation last year and only taking
a handful of boys to the nationals, the Eels have their sights
set on the top ten this year.
Five Eastern swimmers have
already met the cutoff times for
the NCAA this year. The times
are figured on the 15th time In
last year's finals. Greg Marquis
has gone 2:11.1 In the 200-yard
butterfly to get under last year's
2:11.9 timing. The 400 - yard
medley relay team, made up of
John Buckner, Steve Dannecker,
Rich Anderson, and Lacy Hagood,
have done a 3:55 timing. Last
year's 15th place time was 3:56.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
AMD
HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
AT EK.U.
Nr#^
ruuiiTtt vein
at innviHA
FOB
IF ITSe QUALITY
YOU Rt
LOOKING FOfl

*

This past weekend the Eels
defeated surprisingly - strong
Vanderbilt 65-48 and rolled over
Sewanee 79-34.

KENNY'S

BUI Walker led the way in the
Vandy meet, scoring 113/4 points.
He finished first In the 500yard (5:27) and 1000-yard (11:28)
freestyle events. Walker was also
on the 400-yard freestyle relay
team that finished in first place
(3:30.4). Other members of the
team were Pete Reed, Eddie
Shasek and Rich Anderson.
Joe Peck won the one-meter

Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You
-Open All YearHamburgers—Coneys—Milk Shakes
BIG HILL AVE.

10%

RICHMOND

Dkount

STOP and SHACK of

With Tins Ad

BURGER BROIL

(Students ft Staff)
Diamonds - wrote net

— Silver —
Engraving FREE
While You Walt

Th* Homo of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
»- fri,,
anai -irons*
MM.
Shakes:

1

i

KESSLERS

Venilla e Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
Wast Mam Street
Richmond, Ky

Richmond's ONLY Discount
JEWKLEB8
Begieys Neat Door SSS-lSe>

College Seniors and Grads:
Discuss

JOBS/SALARIES
INCENTIVE PAY
ADVANCEMENT
with representatives of more than

40 MAJOR FIRMS
American Air Filter Co., Inc. • American Standard • Anaconda Aluminum Co. • Ashland
Oil & Refining Co. • Blue Cross Hospital Plan, Inc. • Irown-Forman Distillers Corp. • Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. • Cotanete Coatings Co. • Tube Tumi Division of Chemelron Corp.
• Citizens Fidelity Bank & Trust Co. • Courier-Journal & Louisville Times, WHAS, Standard
Gravure • Dow Corning Corporation • C. I. duPont deNemours & Co. • Fireman's Fund American Ins. Co. • First National Bank - Kentucky Trust Co. • Ford Motor Co. • General Electric
Co. • ISM • International Harvester Co. • Kentucky Dept. of Economic Security • The
Kroger Co. • liberty Mutual Ins. Co. • liberty National Bank 8. Trust Co. • P. lorillard Co. •
Louisville Area Council of Churches • Louisville Board of Education • Louisville & Nashville
RR Co. • P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc. • Mason & Dixon Truck lines. Inc. • Philip Morris, Inc. •
Naval Ordnance Station • J. C. Penney Co., Inc. • Procter & Gamble Distributing Co. • Public
Service Indiana • Ralston Purina Co. • Rohm and Hoas Co. • Sears, Roebuck & Co. • Southern
Bell Telephone A Tel.'Co. • The Stewart Dry Goods Co. • Stratton & Terstegge Co., Inc. •

at the

KENTUCKIANA
CAREERS
EXPOSITION
Sponsored by Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce
Wednesday and Thursday — December 27, 28
9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

University of Louisville Campus

diving event and Butch Hays took
Hays and Peck put on a specthe three-meter event to give the tacular diving exhibition at SewEels the maximum number of anee. In the one-meter event.
points In diving, 16.
Hays piled up 288 points, the
Pete Reed and Lacy Hagood highest ever scored by an Eastfinished first In the 50-yard free- ern diver. Peck totaled 259 postyle (23.2) and the 200-yard ints. "The total points by these
butterfly (2:12.4), respectively. boys is really tremendous when
you consider that 220 points will
usually win," said Combs. Hays
EASTERN -79
SEWANEE-34 also won the three-meter event.
"We really wanted this one;"
Both relay teams recorded
said Combs, "it is the first time
we have beaten them down there first-place finishes with times of
3:26.9 In the 400-yard freestyle
since I started coaching.'
relay and (3:55) In the 400 - yard
The Eels captured 12 out of a medley relay.
possible 13 first places In trouIndividual first places were
ncing the Sewanee swimmers. won by: Jim Miller In the 200-

INTERVIEWS
NO CHARGES

Contact your Col/ege Placement Office, or
writ* for FREE Employer Profiles and Fact Sheets
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Louisville, Kentucky 40202

Saturday night the Eels return
to the Eastern natatorlum to swim
one of the toughest opponents on
their schedule, Kenyon.
Kenyon, the seventh-place fln-

Eastern Players
Honored at Banquet

Aaron Marsh and Grant Colehour,
Eastern Kentucky University's All-Americas In football and cross country running,
respectively, gained the top honors at a banquet held at the university Tuesday night.
Marsh, honored on the Associated Press' second team AllAmerica this year, received the
Most Valuable Player award as
well as the outstanding offensive
player trophy from the Eastern
Progress, the university newspaper.
Not Including his performance
at Eastern's latest victory over
Ball State In the Grantland Rice
bowl, Marsh caught 70 passe*
for 1,069 yards this year.
Ron Reed, who lad the team
In tackle* and assists for the
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME ON TV — Another sidelight of
second year in a row, was namEastern's memorable sports weekend was the broadcast of
ed the top defensive performer.
the Colonel's game with Ball State. The American BroadThe Mayor's 110 per cent acasting Company televised the game regionally, live sad m
ward, presented by Richmond
color, on Saturday afternoon. A pre-game look at the two
schools in competition for the bowl crown included some ImMayor Virgil McWhorter, was
pressive motion picture footage of the local campus. The
given to defensive safety Harry
sports special was re-broadcast through the university's
Lens.
closed circuit television system on Tuesday evening.
Colehour, four times an All—Photo by Tommy Carter
American while at Eastern, received a special award from
the newspaper for outstanding
by Stone propelled Ellis John- contributions to athletics and
son's crew to the game's long- the university through his efest lead at 55-41 with 15:55 re- forts In NCAA distance events.
(Continued tram Pag* 1**)
maining to play.
Connie Smith, the cross counThundering Herd to a 16-16 tie
Marshall retained at least a try coach, and Roy Kldd, footand then into the lead.
10-polnt lead until 7:16 showed ball coach, whose teams won
on the dock when the Thunder- the OVC crowns this year, were
EKU Behind At Half
Stone, Bob Redd and Danny D*- ing Herd held a 65-55 margin. presented
trophies of
recAntonl kept the Marshall hot
Then It was time for the ognition.
streak alive as they powered Colonel surge towards victory.
Members of the grid squad
the Huntlngton, W. Va., team to
Smith and Washington hit Jump presented Dr. Robert R. Martin,
a 45-36 halftlme lead.
shots and Coleman added two university president, the footStone and Redd led all half- driving layups and a free throw ball used in the recent bowl
time scorers with 19 and 13 to narrow the margin to one at game.
points, respectively, while Smith 65-64, and set the stage for
Speaker for the occasion was
and Lynch bad 10 apiece for the Washington's final heroics.
Tommy Bell, Lexington attorney
Colonels. Smith led the reboundStone led all scorers with 29 and referee for professional footers at the half with 10 grabs points but the Colonels' balanced ball games. His remarks cenfrom the backboards.
scoring, all five starters were In tered on challenging athletes to
The opening minutes of the sec- double figures, proved to be the become leaders.
ond half saw Marshall open a difference.
,
bigger lead over *ron,s J^^^TcXS. IntlTOUl^ Standing.
charges. Three straight baskets
play host to arch-rival Western.
BY JURAN PARKS
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
LEAGUE #1
(1) PBR'a
Muggles
Stars
(2) Runts
Fantastic Fouls
LEAGUE #2
(1) Vikings
(2) Royals
WongoGrunks
Chapperala
LEAGUE #3
(1) Banchees
Gamblers
Koathanger Jets
(2) M & M's
Super Sonlcs
LEAGUE #4
(1) Celtics
Saskatchewan Hot Shots
(2) Hotdogs
Grubworms
LEAGUE #5
(1) zombies
Greens
(2) Drifters
Other Team
"7" E Co.
LEAGUE #6
(1) Losers
Mad Dunkera
Klngsmen
LEAGUE#7
(1) JC's
Valley AU-Stars
Sultans
(2) Playmakers
LEAGUE #8
(l)AXL
(2) AM
LEAGUE #9
(1) GDT (B)
(2)KTE(B)

Smith Leads Eastern

■ ■■.»■'

CITY TAXI

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

All CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

I

• RCAVICTOR-^
SOLID SCATE STEREO
with FM-AM mnd FM Stereo Radio
Exciting sound is yours with this luxurious Total Sound
Stereo instrument. Solid State amplifier delivers 40 watts
peak power. Complete radio listening pleasure Is provided
by Solid State FM-AM and FM Stereo tuner. Tuner features
include FM tuned RF stage, Automatic Frequency Control
for drift-free FM reception and precision vernier tuning.
Studiomatlc 4-speed changer features record-protecting
Feather Action Tone Arm with diamond stylus. Six speakers:
(two 12' oval duo-cones, two exponential horns and two
3W tweeters) for breathtaking stereo sound.

University Center Building

EXHIBITS

yard breast stroke, (2:30.4). Bob
Walker In the 200-yard Individual
medley (2:12.3), Manny Flgueroa
in the 1000-yard freestyle (12:06.1), BUI Walker In the 200- yard
freestyle (1:55), Reed In the 50yard freestyle (23.2), Buckner In
the 200-yard backstroke (2.14.5)
and Dannecker In the 100-yard
freestyle with a 52.3 timing.

\

lsher in the NCAA last year, has to haveoutstandlmtDerformances
five All-Americas on Its squad. by BUI Walker, Jay Cbamey Pete
They have won the Ohio College Reed and the first relay team."
Conference swimming championMonday
night the Eastern
ship for the past fouteen years
in a conference which has sev- swimmers take on the Western
Swim Club, coached by Charlie
eral fine teams.
Kenyon Is led by Larry Wltner, Paris, a former student asa Junior who is an eight-time All- sistant and diving coach under
Coach Combs. The club was orAmerica.
"Well only dive on the one- ganised in hopes of starting a
meterboard Saturday since they competetlve swimming program
don't have a three-meter diver,' at Western. They are fairly
Combs said, "so we won't have Inexperienced," said Combs, "but
some points that we would have you can bet that Charlie will have
probably gotten."
them up for the meet..
•In order to win we will have

$309.95
FUE 5 Record Stereo Album
KIRK'S T. V. & RADIO SERVICE
422 Nor* Socooa
Serving Richmond A Madison County Since 1S6S

PCM* RETURN U also another facet of Eastern's Aaron
Marsh. He returned this punt 19 yards In Eastern's Mce
Bowl victory over Ball State. The senior was moved to tailback in order to help the Colonels' running attack.
—Progress Photo by D. A. Rains

Bobby Brooks Places
Second In Contest

The "E" Club requests thai
only Eastern Jackets and sweaters with monograms on them be
worn on campus.
It la an Eastern tradition that
Bobby Brooks, a freshman at
Eastern, won second place In the no high school monograms be
Physique Contest for the title worn on campus.
of Mr. Teenager of Kentucky.
The contest was held November
16th at Mallcks gymnasium in
LouisvUle, Kentucky.
The muscular youngster was a
1968 graduate of Madison High
School of Richmond, and was
on the honorable mention AllState and aii-CKC football team.
He resides at 236 North First
Street
John Caste a University of
Kentucky student, placed first
In the contest.
Rudy French
a Mlddtetown High School student was third.

TO
PLEASE

mmm
DIDN'T YOU K*M!

ffilFFJR
mm

Anyone
Anytime

MANY
MOONS
ANTIQUES
AND GIFTS

progress.

The Lobby Of
Glyndon Hotel

O&L STORES HOLIDAY GIFT SALE

Eastern Program, Thorn., Dsc 14, 1967,
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Party Dresses In High Fashion Designs Marcum Leads Sophomo
In 'Spirit of Seventy9
. BY JAMIE HOUNCHELL
PROGRESS FASHION EDITOR
Christines ta Just around tha
cornar and tha eeeson's parties
ara getaf to demand fashion
alertness.
The feel aach fin should kaap
In mind la famlnlnlty with a
festive laahlon flare. To achieve

fthened Into a dress and chainbelted at hip level for a new
young look In party crepea.
BY DOC PUTNAM
Velvet ha* also won tha favor PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
of youth aapacially whan black,
"8ptrlt of Savanty* crlaa
Tha snevemeut began In Ed- outTha
"Go btf E". Thla aptrlt la
wardlan aalU
and
even
knlcker
w
m. wi—■■ .al._i tod by tha President of the Sopsuite. Many o2aSiarawornwlth
&°more Claaa, Jim Marcum.
holidaytmm
.*■>. —~ -.- -—
-rhrouah
id work
... _
TkrAiiah 1

to give scholarships to deserving claaa members. Two dances and a claaa outing are in tha
process of planning for tha
spring semester. The claaa is
sponsoring a huge Christmas
basket that will be given to a
needy family In tha Richmond
area. Marcum also hopes to meat
entire claaa.
with tha other claaa officer, to
phaala la many of tha draaay in draaaaa. It lands itself to tha
* Marcum
believes a leader
the possibilities Of utrl" looks. Thla makaa all kinds of traditional themae, must play an active role in order discuss
I fitted bodice and aueh aa the Alpine draaa. Thla to expect active class pertlclp- ilizing Eastern's abundance of
potential talent.
la either one or two u tha dirndl coatume in a oneZ. atlon. However, without tha valMarcum attribute, much of his
■lona. Balta ara wide pi
w
rJEESZmmZZ^mZ "* * Mrtattnca of tha other success to the many class memJMTSSSJI?.
SlJ^J^a2«»T^amn2J
cliu officers,
Mar- bers who have played important
onMlt. Candy anna bodice.
Tiny buttons ahiramar »0Ph°"«>r«
^^
cum W1-i
faals ^
thatt fcha nmmmr
never Mt1A
could rolaa In tha "Spirit of Seventy."
mar draw attention tothe on tha front instead of tha pea- U
Mike Bowers has bean an excellent claaa artist which 1. evithe
Austrian
peasant
look.
party eyaaa.
the sophomore class, has been dent in tha many class posters
Other velvet party dress of
successful in letting the Job. supporting the football team. PhJrT^^TlSA-'Sh*, com. in jewel ton., of aaPphlra,
'mTmZ'
yllis Gould, Nancy Bruccherie,
and tuokad tone .leave beige .maraki and ruby. They have an L^.a^^t un^^^rtrlt Shawns Cartwrlfht, Sandy HlngUch 1. finally accen
Empire air *£~.g£g* ^FSJPJSl'SL "5?- er, Kathy Thomas, and Joe Moyby a bright freen bait. Pastel small.hlfhbomcaandttnypoaad Uclpalto^ Kam Colwell, class er have played Important rolaa
knit, ara Often entirely striped
creating das. spirit and parand have white leather sashes to ¥Z?1 m«~ .nnhi.tiMtari look secretary, laaasenUallnthefleld In
•Ja^Tlnl^i^ * correspondence. Mike Munn. ticipation. Richard Judson, Sigma
set off tha waiatllne.
Chi Delta student council repThla type of da.lfnlng is re- £?«£?£? to .Xto? ^tette. c«" raportor. 1. publicising resentative, Glenda Morgan,
volutionary white beinf reminisstudent council representative, treasurer of the Student Council,
cent. Almost every creation re- gold knit skimmer with a mill- la also doing great Job In ex- and Richard Lists have been cotary
colter
and
the
silvsr
lams
-l.-Xr"^, oplnlon at the operative with Marcum on toe
flects a fashion theme of tha
p
'
past. One of the moat outstand- short ahlft. with an ostrich ham, Stadent
ComcX1 m
advisory level.
-*iat»ing example, was inspired by iTE a^'wito SB terfne"ateck*
Thus
far,
the
sophomores
have
In athletic. Marcum commends
tha film world's Thoroughly lag. and allvar shoes.
flnancllly aided tha YMCA in many sophomore players who
Modern Millie." Today anyone
their quest for helping the Rich- have contributed to tha "Spirit of
who cboaaaa to drass like thla
mond Children's Home. Marcum Seventy." Ralph Grant and Ivan
laaa of tha Roaring BO'S is quite
class members will even- Scholl have dons a great Job In
modern.
'Hantin, of Greens' hope,
tually be able to go out and help representing tha Eastern spirit
Pat Mahan, a sophomore from
on a personal level. Tha claaa in marathons, croc, country,and
Princeton, Kentucky, wear, tha Set For Sunday
aponsored a •Toy. for Tote" track. Bobb Webb And Teddy TayJulia Aadrew. coatume because
program. With financial aid from lor performed extremely well on
it casters, the fan-loving mood
"Tbs Hanging of tea Green." tha other classes, the sopho- the gridiron. In basketball such
of tha holiday season. Tha white will be held Sunday, December mores wars able to donate six- class standouts aa Tim Augerrayon drass Is appropriately 17, ISf7, St 4:00 P.m., in tha ty-seven footballs to the Louis- bright, and Gary Holbrook have
dreaaed op with* roMPurt. and K#tn j0BM0B student
Union V'1U, ^
for ?#,. nmfmita. also shown that sophomore destocking, which match the gold Building. This program sponTha sophomores posted color- termination.
trlm on tha stand-up collar and Mrld annually by tea Y.W.C.A. ful sign, supporting the football
In the publication department
CU
Sf" ....... . ->-.-+ —.
*nd Y.M.C.A. orgenlantiona will *t-mm" ^, w r enpu,. AiODg sophomore Cralg Ammermanhas
T1««M11U." rtyl^^l.cre- ^ ^^^ by Mrs. Mary E. wlm
^ „
the cUs8 WB done a good Job as managing edatad by an elastic^band towhlch c^ou, M,,. Dtele Myluem,
|r,W)0o,1bU for a«>ding hundred. itor of the Progress. Through
the material ie gathered. Thla la and Mr, Bwtiy j. HUton.
„, baitoon, aaUtog over tha foot- hi. effort plus hi. limited but
Intended for the waist but can be
The roast speaker for tea nail flsld before the opening of very able staff, ha 1. producing
raised and lowered in order to
ChrtstinsnProgram wUl
be ths Eastern-Tannea.ee
Tech a very complimentary newsadjust tea skirt's length.
paper.
Another asset will be earrings. the Reverend Donald Herren, who Same. Attached to a cluster of
Such
sophomores as Steve
1.
currently
nerving
an
toe
theee
balloons
waa
a
huge
sign
Pat dense one. thai ara two
Manning, Patsy Palmar, and
pastoTclto.
Southern
H1U.
MaIwlnbtaf
the
football
tsmm
tha
circles of gold filigree which
thodlst Church in Laxlnfton, Kan- "baet of luck lnclinchlnf the O. Diana Cruet are also reprebisect each other.
senting the sophomore spirit
A'traditional theme from clas- tacky. During tha past seven- V.C. Title.
by serving on the Student Court.
sical Russian costumes has teen years tha Reverend Barren The eophomoree also puras paator of the First chased a ctes. flag to wave at These are Just a few of the
caught on also. Bright colors served
many spirited sophomores that
ITs Pat Mahan dreaaed to attire fflca JuMe Aamwmnwan te
bring excitement to styles such Methodist Church. In 1968 ha Eartern's athletic game., and have contributed to the great
in organising hi. preaant to
they placed an impressive ad
the popular new movie. Ttay crimped pleat, land effect to
as one which la merely an elong- helped
tha special sports edition of success of their class. If this
tha white rayon fabric The cuffa of tbs fun sleeves and the
ated coaaack shirt with big and church which has grown from a
class continues their spirit and
Progress mipportlng
high ooBar; have goM-colorad braid trim; both ara matched
cuffed sleeves, aide-tab button- small to a vary large member- the
football team In their bid for the unity it will undoublty be one
tha antique gold earring, dangling from her left eaxlobe.
ing and band collar. Tha Rus- ship.
OVC Crown.
°' the best classes that Eastern
rtooMnga and pone touch off this high
sian tunic blouse baa been lenIn the future, Marcum hopes has had in a long time.
Rev. Herren is a graduate of
Corbln High School, Union College in Barbourvllle, Kentucky,
. . iitbt Sim* to buy
and the College <* toe Bible in
. . . selections art complete
Lexington, Kentucky. He has done
.. .it the time to sue our
post graduate work at North
weatarn University and tha College of toe Bible. He la now serving as toe President of the Lexington Kiwania club and la a
Stocks are complete — selections grand
member of the board of trustees
We're here to help — yours to command
of the Greater Lexington
So lay-away, or charge, a gift a day
Y.M.C.A. He waa selected as toe
outstanding young man of IMS and
for your merry,
aa one of tores outstanding young
men In 1M4 by the State Junior
Christmas Holidays
Thursday evening, November cause. This drive la scheduled
Chamber of Commerce. He was
30,
tbs Accounting Club held for Saturday. December 16. at
awarded the optimist cup for
a dinner meeting at the Colonel- which time they wUI complete
community service.
Drive-in. Bill Stewart, presi- their two weak "Toys for Tots"
dent introduced the guest speak- drlvs for 1967.
Cosmetic are beauty products er John C. Owens of tbs Owens,
The M.E.N.C. 1. presenting a
and CAREER
used by teen-ager, to make them Potter, and Hisle Certified Pub- Mistletoe Dance on Saturday,
lic
Accounting
Firm
Lexington.
Ph. 623-4200
December 16. The dance will be
look older sooner and by their
Mr. Owens is chairman of the held in Martin Hall cafeteria at
mothers to make them look
American Institute of Certified 8:00. The band will be "Ichabod
younger longer.
IAY-A-WAY
Public Accountanta (A.I.C.P.A.) and the Cranes," of Miami Unicommittee of computer account- versity. The dance la open to all
ing.
campus and everyone is Invited
Twenty-six members plus Mr. to come and celebrate the apHoward L. Zach, Mr. Robert O. proaching vacation.
Brown, Mr. Mason Richard, Mr.
Jack Dyer, Mr. John Gorgone,
all of the Accounting Department,
and Mr. Claude K. Smith, chairman of the department and Mr.
Kenneth Griffith, club sponsor,
attended.
The club held its regular meeting Tuesday afternoon, December
11, in Combe 905. Plans were
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY
made for a Christmas dinner.
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OeWltfS Restaurant
win mil »i cut turns n »ICHHOM

Smart Sfofi

Gifts For All Occasions
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GIFT SHOP
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PrtsclUa Thomas has
selected as the Circle K Sweetheart for December. Prlscllla,
a senior from Lexington, 1. majoring to Busineaa Administration
and f*ate Proceaslng.
she is also active in the Young
Republican, club and Sigma Tau
Pi.
^^^^^

rnoMtioo

McCORD0

Jewelry
134 West Me*

TOW

If
ALWAYS

Tbs Circle K club of Eastern la collecting "Toys for Tote,"
in an attempt to make Christmas
happier for many children
throughout Richmond and Madison County.
The ioya are collected by the
service club and taken to tbs
Richmond Fire Department.
From thla point tha firemen take
toe teak of repairing and dlstributteg tbs toys to needy children.
Circle K has distributed boxes
at the College Service Station,
Pansy's, and Sample Shoe Center to make it easy for people
to 'donate to -Toya for Tote"
while doing tbelr .hopping or
stopping for gas.
Tbs club is also planning a
door to door campaign through
Richmond, to collect any toys
that ■debt be contributed to the

Classic bulkies with holiday
news in novelty knit styles!
6.99
Top off her winter wardrobe with one of these gifted cardigans! Cuddlesome, quick care acrylic knits in her pick of
fashion colors . . . and a wonderful selection of clastic, cabled,
or crochet patterns with a handmade look. Any gal on your list
would love onel In sizes S, M, L.
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fiMX&m&f*
He's here! That mysterious jolly man is
about to make your
holiday as happy as it
can possibly be!

We're hoping all good
things will come your
way for a happy holiday. Thank you for
your loyal patronage.

O & L STORES

CORNELISON'S

At this \oyous time oj year,

Christmas is everyone's holiday and to
everyone, your local business firms extend here their greetings and thanks

we wish to express our
deepest gratitude to ail our

si

Peace
On
Earth

customers for their
continued patronage.

THE
EASTERN PROGRESS

NOEL

May the resplendent
joy of the shepherds,
who heard the Heavenly message enter
your hearts on this
Christmas Day.

Peace on earth, good
will toward men. Let
us all remember the
true spirit of this
beautiful holiday.

WESTERN
AUTO

Stockton's

Greetings

"Best
Wake*
This littlest angel Is
carrying our merry
message of extra
special cheer and
thanks to our friends
and patrons.

DIXIE
CLEANERS

-s

In heartiest appreciation for your good will and
confidence, we extend to you most cordial wishes
for the Holiday Season. We welcome this opportunity of telling you lost how much we, enjoy
serving you.

SWEET SHOP
K»*/,.

^>

May your Christmas be
filled with all the joy
and blessings of that
wondrous Holy Night

As Christmas unfolds
Its magical charm and
wondrous l>eyty, we
, ,exten<j/tiPyWr0Vr'
warmeM greejjpgs.

in Bethlehem.

-Bar*

COLLEGE LIFE
Santa's here with a
smile and a wish for
you and your family,
may this Christmas
be the merriest ever.

iQ$ett

KENNY'S
DRIVE-IN

The sounds and sights
of this happy season fill
the air with joy. Best
wishes for a very Merry
Christmas.

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

Wusim
Christmas is a time of
family fun, spiritual
blessings and radiant
joy. We wish you
all these and much

Bells, bows, mistletoe, holly . . . may
everything that is
Christmas to you, be
yours on this most
glorious day!

BEN
FRANKLIN

SMART
SHOP

pctidGm&r
In the warm spirit of
the season we're
sending you our best
wishes for a holiday
sparked with joy.

ELDER'S

COLLIN'S
DRUG STORE

Merry Christmas
Voices sing out of wondrous joy and contentment,
wishing you, our good friends and customers, all
the cheer and happiness that is attached to the
holiday season, with a sincere "Thanks" for your
kind and loyal patronage throughout the year.

J&D

ITALIAN-AMERICAN
RESTAURANT

@4teMy (%iO»*«i
Here comes Santa with
our fondest wishes for
a most joyous Christmas season. May we
tell you how, much we
enjoyed serving you.

HE

»S.r.7ElFY

C%fif?Mff

Warmest wishes for an
old-fashioned Yule —
ringing with sounds of
laughter and good
cheer for you, yours.

PEN

2621 NOV'67 M.f. 42

They're being good
as gold 'cause Santa's on his way. We
wish you and yours
the most this Christmas Dayl

IARIER ft
STYLIH6 FOI MEN

Wleny
(
~6^nUmai

MERRY CHRISTMAS

The gifts are all
wrapped and ready
for the big day. In
the spirit of giving,
we'd like to wish you
a merry holiday.

M A
DRUG

We've put it in

Christmas comes and
renews the glorious inspiration of that Holy
Night long ago. To all,
we wish a season rich
in blessings.

JETT & HALL
HAPPY HOLIDAY
What better time to
send our warmest
greetings to you, our
friends, our patrons.
We value your good
will.

DALE RICE

print for all

YOUR STUDENT INSURANCE A6EIT

T

to see ... best

PEACE

wishes lor a
CEristmas Joy

Merry Christmas

Deck the halls and
trim the tree. It's
Christmastime. Best
wishes for a happy,
healthy holiday.

and a holiday filled with ioy.

VIRGIL McWHORTER

M&uq QvuAbiuu
Everyone's filled with
the warm holiday
spirit. May this
Christmas be the
brightest.

MAYOR OF RICHMOND Goodwin's Richmond
Gift Shop
CLASS OF '40
Motor

!,

Season's Quotings
Have a really festive
holiday, abundant
with lots of fun plus
everything Christmas
has in store!

CAMPUS
FLICK

niOEft.
As the sounds of
Christmas ring out
across the land, we
hope that the holidays bring only joy.

K & C
VENDING

/

A^

L

_L

-

It is our hope that the
traditional peace of the
holiday remain everlastingly so. The merriest
Christmas from us k> all'
of you.

WALLACE'S
BOOK STORE

T~r

I
M
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Greetings
•

Christmas bells ring In
loud and clear to bring
you the brightest wishes
for the happiest holiday
ever I

i /

for uoiir loyaf patronage throughout

this past year. Merry Christmas and
best wishes for a joyous holiday.

Time for Santa to fill
the stockings. Time for
us to wish you a Christmas overflowing with
joy and blessings.

ROYAL ONE-HOUR

NEWBERRY'S

CLEANERS

As we experience the glory
and wonder of Christmas,
may the joy of the holiday
season bring peace and
happiness to every heart.

Merry C/uisimas
Christmas it friends and family gathered together to share in the beauty and magic of the
season. And Christmas ii a special time for us
to extend our thanks to our wonderful customers
for their years of kind patronage.

EASTERN SCHOOL
OF HAIR DESIGN
Season's

CkmtmA Jmj
We're sending you a
special wish to hope
your holiday |oys are
many. Do have a
really wonderful,
happy season.

MADCO
NOTOIS

Joyous holiday greetings. We hope your
Yuletide glows with
happiness and good
cheer and all of your
days are bright ones.

COX FORD

When you and yours
awake on Christmas
morn, we hope you
enjoy the happiest of
holidays ... as happy
as you've made us
this year, through
your loyal patronage
and good will. Many
thanks.

Greetings

MADISON flOWER SHOP

Greetings
listen to the sounds of
the carolers singing of
the Miracle of Christmas. May your holiday be as joyous as
their voices.

^«4EWM
Warmest wishes for
a very merry Christmas. May you and
your family be
blessed with every
holiday joy.

VOGUE
BEAUTY SALON
623-5770

HIGGINS FURNITURE
Candles shine brightly
and holly looks fine,
we hope that your
Christmas will be a
glorious time.

LEHMAN'S
»

VARSITY GRILL

"May your holiday be
brightened .-with the
sounds of musk and
the laughter- of all
those you love. Have
a Merry Christmas.

•

if

The glow of the holiday season is upon us. It
is a time of good tidings and wishes of continued health and happiness. We'd like to extend
our deepest appreciation to our special friends
and customers for helping to make this year a
success.

1968 MILESTONE

T"?T
OftflrtfcitY &tM&M+

May the Yuletide
candle kindle your
heart with the
warmth of the season
and add a special
spark to your dayl

May a winter wonderland of Yuletide
surprise* come your
way along with this
merry message for an
extra happy holidayl

Richmond BROWNE'S
OFFICE SUPPLY
D rive-In

€&rUlmM

Chiming in with our
joyful greetings of the
season and our deep
appreciation of your
kind patronage.

NEW YOII LIFE
INSURANCE
6E0I6E RIDIM6S.A6EHT

MOONRAY
RESTAURANT
■Happg -Ho&fay
Santa's gliding in with
our warmest wishes for
the very merriest of
Christmases. Our
heartfelt thanks to all
our wonderful patrons.

H inkle Roxall Drugs

NOEL
A Child born in a manger brought to the
world a promise of
peace and good will.
May this blessing enhance the lives of you
and yours.

Greetings
May the spirit of the
Holy Manger live today in the peace and
good will all men
hold for one another.

COPPER
KETTLE

Thanks to all our loyal
customers for making
our holiday a merry
on*. It's our pleasure
to
you.

\(MdmWuk

C

GOLDEN RULE
RESTAURANT

As we raise our
voices in hymns of
praise, let us hear the
glory of His message.
Let us rejoice at
Christmas.

MERLE NORMAN
COSMETICS I

May the Christmas Star
guide us to the peace
and happiness the
Wise Men found in
Bethlehem. Our warmest greetings to you
and yours.

IDEAL RESTAURANT

U

JAN'S SHOES

GREETINGS
The meaning of the
first Christmas Eve
lights up the holiday
with peace and good
will. Best wishes.

Happy Holiday
We greet you with
the wish that your
season will be as full
of joy as your stockings will be with holiday gifts!

Thomas Furniture Co. 6ARLAND JETT

GREETINGS
Happy Yule to our
many dear friends
and customers.
Merry, merry thanks,
to all of you for your
patron agel

CENTRAL
MUSK CO.

The Christmas tree...
May yours be bright
and gay and surrounded with gifts
for and from all of
your loved ones.

We'd like to put our
wishes for a joyful
holiday under your
tree, and thank you
for your loyal patronage.

W[STMH0US[\ Monorail
CAN WASH

Our greetings
to you and yours
glitter with
best wishes for
the merriest of
Yule festjvltles.

D&E PHILLIPS 66
EASTERN NY-IASS

,r»U#»T .MSrtDni0

i:!oaC

Photographer Reveals Art of Sports Pictures
LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Jest Around the Conor from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up.
Carburettor and IanWon WOT*
Abo Transmission and
General Repair.
•The IMI Shop with the Kg R«p«rtotlo«"

Did 623-4434

MTOIMAY R
STOP RY FOR A DELICIOUS
•REAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 6 AM.

Featuring
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb - Dining Area
— COME AS YOU ARE FOR THAT
ARE OPEN

till SNACK WE
UNTIL 12

A.M.

I/3SK for
MTOIMAY

wBUWwn

Oil CampU5 M&nan
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boytl",
"Dobie OiOis," etc.)

'TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
Yuletide is almost upon us. Let's stop wasting time in
classes and get on with our Christmas shopping. Following are a number of gift suggestions, all easily obtainable
at your nearest war surplus boutique.
First, a most unusual gift idea, brand new this year
and certain to please everyone on your list—a gift certificate from the American Veterinary Medicine Association! Each certificate is accompanied by this charming
poem:
Merry Christmas, north and $outh.
Does your cow have hoof and mouth t
And your dog, fideU temper,
\ Here's a cure for hie distemper.
Little kitten, cute and squirmy,
Bring her in.1 think she's wormy.
Jb bunnies, turtles, parrots green,
Joyeux Noel! Heureux Vaccine!

BY TOM CARTER
fast onto the field, then keep
smiling when you drop the baton.
GUEST
WRITER
The EKU football season end- If your uniform creeps up somead In the best way possible Sat- where, forget it.
urday and now that it is all over
To those tuba players in tht
hundreds of feet of film and band: keep your witty remarks
stacks of photographs are filed to yourself when the photog asks
away to be forgotten until It you if he can shoot a reflection
starts again next year.
of the field in the instrument's
Football photographs of the bell.
EDITED BY
means of reinforcing traditional
Eastern games are used extenBARBARA DONNEI.L
do's and don'ts about sex.
sively both in the Richmond RegTo the photogs from the big
PROGRESS FEATURE EDITOR
To most sex education experts ister 'and in the Eastern ProgIf the sex revolution
has this Is an Illusion. Young people ress. Some subjects, scenes and newspapers: you are not going
done nothing else It has trigger- are eager for Information about emotions get continuous play, to get your picture In anything;
but avoid saying things like "Boy
ed a public clamor for sex ed- sex, they say. But the minute they
ucation. The clamor comes from sense a lecture on morality their some are Ignored and some will that ever travel on the wire"
or "Boy* what you missed while
parents, doctors, teachers, and defenses go up and they stop are-darn it -missed during a
you were changing film" or" Boy,
clergymen.
And
It's being listening. Greater even than lg- change of film.
To instruct everyone on 'How when was that camera made,
answered. Sex Is not only going orance about sex Is their distrust
To Get Your Picture in the Pa- and where, or why, heh, heh,"
of the older generation.
public; It's going to school.
per,' the following guides have etc.
The list of city and suburban
Dr. Mace agrees that those who
school systems that now teach expect mat oex education will been Issued for future reference
To the coeds across the way
children about sex is a long one. keep kids In liris **•* making a and study.
To the players: when some- who stick their beads out the
Add communities that are plan- mistake. "Sex education/ he
dorm window to watch the game;
ning sex or family life education says, "will undoubtedly cut down thing goes wrong, you miss a do something cool, like change
in the near future and the list on premarital pregnancy because pass, fail to fall on a frm- clothes about a foot from the wingrows Into the hundreds. By the if people know what they can do to ble or see ttee other team score dow where the light almost
1970's there will be some In- prevent pregnancy some of them that fifth touchdown--4B_ji row reaches.
don't Just look gloomy, react)
struction In sex and reproductare likely to use that knowledge. Pound the sweat-drenched gridTo the officials: forget it.
ion In the overwhelming maj- It will probably cut down on
iron with your muddy hands (des- An official's picture has not made
ority of the nation's elementary
venereal disease for the same pair), hug a teammate (emotion) the ptper since one got tackled
and secondary schools.
look at the lopsided score on at a high school game 17 years
This clamor for Information reason.
the scoreboard (realisation) or ago.
about sex Is a striking reversal
"But the ultimate criterion that
of our traditional silence In such decides sexual action is really cry (the ultimate).
To the fans in general: yell
To the coaches:
when you
matters. Even the medical pro- character. And sex education
like crazy when something bapfession has only recently begun can't change character. It can get a bad call, don't Just stand
to assert Its willingness to con- bring enlightenment, and this and glare at the official, tromp pens that you like, boo like mad
when you see a bad call. Let as
sider sexual behavior as much a can help. But if people think that onto the field, throw your hat
part of their practice as other a sex education program is nec- down, shout, scream, (school sp- know you are there.
There is another facet of footbodily functions. For the most essarily going to sweep away the irit) get tossed out of the game
part medical students in the past problem of promiscuity, let us (eventuality) protest this toss- ball photography that rates some
have had little or no training In say, I think they are going to find ing (defenslveness) and be car- attention, its "How Not to Get
ried out by the opposition (the Your Picture in the Paper," subtheir professional schools In the out that It Is not so."
titled "Never Mind, We Can't
treatment of common problems
Sex education as enlightenment ultimate).
of sexual Intercourse In mar- gets Dr. Mace's whole hearted To the cheerleaders: you peo- Use ll Anyway."
riage, for example. Once for- approval. "The more you know ple have the best chance of getTo the players: keep the game
bidden territory, human
sex and understand about sex the ting your picture In the paper on the ground; act neutral, do
needs have suddenly become the better oriented you are toward if you follow the right path. Do nothing; stay home.
focus of professional Interest making a decision," he says. lots and lots and lots of cartTo the coaches: yell at a
and concern.
Providing information auout wheels (enthusiasm) get emotionIt's about time, according to sex Is essential because except al (a sure fire attention getter), photog for stepping on the outauthorities in the field of mar- for scattered schools there Is to- fall In the mud with despair stretched phone cord between
riage and family life.
day almost no place but the (over-whelming patriotism) and the bench and the press box.
"Young people," says Dr. David street for youngsters to learn above all, act pretty, look pretty,
To the cheerleaders:
pick
R. Mace, president of the Sex about how people make love and and avoid horsing around win
Information and Education Coun- how babies are conceived and the rest of the squad (lack your nose while a photog is
cil of the United States, "have a born. Mrs. Helen Southard, fam- of identification with the lonely trying to take candid shots.
To those girls with whiteright to know about themselves ily life consultant to the Young Idiot whose date stood him up
and how they function sexually. Women's Christian Association to wash her hair for that date blond hair in the stands: wear
They have a right to this know- and the author of (Sex Under with the school quarterback to- a blanket around your knees.
ledge so that they may exercise Twenty,) sees thousands of teen night.)
To the majorettes:
forget
To the fraternities and sor- the hair spray.
responsible choices In the area age girls each year and gets
hundreds of letters from both orities: the club flag Is good
of sexual behavior."
To those tuba players In the
It's this matter of choice In boys and girls. "I know," she in a crowd shot, but get your- band:
bring a styrofoam tuba
the area of sexual behavior-- says, "that a great many of them self a mascot. How about a that ain't good for nothing.
what the kids are actually doing are having a good many sexual snake, ox, wolverine, gorilla,
clam or a genuine
To the photogs from the big
—that upsets and worries many Intimacies at age 12, 13, and 14. skunk
newspapers:
get trampled by
parents and educators and that Parents don't know how to deal Pygmy?
a 300-pound tackle on a scoring
provides much of the stimulus with the situation. The only way
To all those people on the Play.
for the cry for sex education. they know how to handle It Is
Frightened by the rise In the to get tougher than before. And sidelines: Get the #"%&X11 out
To the fans in general: talk
of the way!
number of illegitimate babies that doesn't work."
among yourselves, make snide
born to teenage girls, by the
Some educators express little To those girls with white- remarks and throw wine bottles
reported rise In venereal dis- doubt, though, that sex will be blond hair sitting in the stands:
ease, and by what seems to be in most of our classrooms very get the photogs attention some- at photogs.
All these things are of great
evidence of more and more sex- soon indeed. Will teaching about way, and then act as though this
ual activity at younger and young- sex offer any benefits to the ave- guy you're with lacks some benefit to th press photographer who would rather be In the
er ages each year, adults often rage American family the fam- thing the photog" s got.
To the majorettes: run real stands with a pretty girl anyway.
look upon sex education as a ily without any unusual problems?

A NEW PERSPECTIVE

THE EDITORS and Staff of

Wqt lEaatmt fragreaa
wisb you
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A VERT MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a HAPPT NEW TEAR

&mJj*TJJJjJi'

WILLIE WOODS goes Ugh into the air to reach over the oatstretched arms of Dayton's Bob Hooper and record two
points for the Colonels.
'
.
*^
—Progress Photo by D. A. Rains

Oratorical Contest Announced
The annual Weaver Oratorical be trained to speak with excelContest for men sponsored by lence, thus establishing a cash
the Department of Drama and fund for the contest.
Speech is scheduled for January
8th and 10th. Any undergraduate
The
male student is eligible to enter wishes
to thank ghetto* Sauthe contest.
rjey, Oo-PahHaher of the
The contest calls for per- Richmond Deity Register, for
suasive speeches seven to nine giving the Eastern Progress
minutes long. Other rules and the opportunity to reprint the
special Eastern
Historical
further Information may be obSupplement This supplement
tained along with the entry forms was one of the special secfrom Mr. Peter Schneider In
ttoae of the Register's 60th
Cammack 108.
Anniversary Edition which
The preliminary rounds will was pabUebed on DoeBdrber
1SST.
be held on Monday, January 8th, 1, Much
of the material for
and the four finalists will pre- this section waa compiled by
sent their speeches before the David Oawood of the EastFreshman Assembly on January ern's Public Affairs Depart10th. The winner of the contest ment.
will represent Eastern at the
The
Tastere
Progress
Kentucky State Oratorical Conwishes to take this opportunity to congrataiate the
test in February.
Register on its 50th anniThe Charles F. Weaver award versary. A cursory check of
was established In memory of
the long time member of the that Eastern's states newsEastern Board of Regents. The paper has been printed by the
annual contest was first held in Bughrtar staff atneo Ma In1948. Weaver felt that men should ception hi lilt.

SPECIAL!

SWEETSHOP
Are you wondering what to give that extra-special man
on your list? Stop wondering. Give him that extra-special
shaving combination, Personna Super Stainless Steel
Blades and Burma Shave. Each gift is accompanied by
this charming poem:
Christmas merry, New Year bonny.
From your friendly blade Per sonny.
You wUl have the ladies fawning,
If you're shaving with Persawning.
Injector style or double edges,
Both are made by good Persedges.
And Burma-Shave in plain or menthol.
Leaves your face as smooth as renthol.
(NOTE: As everyone knows, renthol is the smoothest
substance ever discovered. You may not know, however,
that renthol is named after its inventor, Ralph Waldo
Renthol, who developed it by crossing a swan with a ball
(Interestingly enough, Mr. Renthol did not start out
to be an inventor. Until age 60 he was a Western Union
boy. Then fate took a hand. One day while delivering a
singing telegram to a girl named Claudia Sigafoos, Ralph
noted to his surprise that the telegram was signed
"Claudia Sigafoos!" She had sent herself a birthday
greeting!
,
(When pressed to explain, Claudia told Ralph a heartrending tale. It seems that when she was only six weeks
old, her parents were killed in an avalanche. The infant
Claudia was found by a pair of kindly caribou who raised
her as their own. They taught her all they knew-like how
to rub bark off a tree and which lichens are better than
other lichens-but in time they saw that this was not
enough. When Claudia reached age 18, they entered her
in Bennington.
(Unused to people, Claudia lived a lonely life-so lonely,
in fact, that she was reduced to sending herself birthday
greetings, as we have seen.
(Ralph, deeply touched, married Claudia and tried his
best to make her mingle with people. It didn't work. They
went nowhere, saw no one, except for an annual Christmas
visit to Claudia's foster parents, Buck and Doe. To while
away his long, lonely hours, Ralph finally built a work
bench and started to f utx around with inventions, as we
have seen.
•«.._•__■
(It is pleasant to report that the story of Ralph and
Claudia ends happily. After the birth of their two children, Donder and Blitxen, Claudia joined the PTA and
soon overcame her fear of people. Ralph, joined the Elks.)
But I digress. Merry Christmas to all and to all a good
night! Ho-h\>-ho!

•

•

•

o i». -•' *"!■■

The makers of Fereemnm and Burma Share join Old
Mmx in extending greeting, of the,—

EVERY
MONDAY-TUESDAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries

'/a Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Friei—Slew

-she

89(

89*

THE MOON
ANYONE?
Want to do something d rfferen t for about three
moorhs? Do you have a science, psychology,
eegineeriug or medical background?
FatrchlM HUlsr can use you in a space sswlalur stady. Tee
hardware, wear space g
mom costly than dining at the Waldorf.
_ in early January, this project at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base in Dayton. Ohio, win need eight physically and
aojfholsgVajnr lit niaee between 24 and M years of ago.
Those yooag men wB work for W days ae either
s* a totally _
■eat foe Apollo moon shots. The tint staiy wH be
given ptafwoe for employment on a
hi
It Wbe liishli to ooatinae sense coarse work, or
thesis prsil—i Wei pay the tab as wefl as tnit
U yon are a sehjeet, actually at work m the sp
we paw SUM nor month. Monitor* hove aB the
leges bat ere paid on a different scale.
U yen

Phone emr project

to to
©enact (Area

Cods SIS, Phone S60-4M1) or write: Mr. PhlMp diaper

FAIRCHILD HH1ER
REPUtUC AVIATION DIVISION
*

HC West Fire* St., Dayton. Ohio UMt
An equal opportunity employer

coM«m Progww, Thors., Dec. 14,1967, Paf* II
*

A vERy-MERW

CHRISTMAS!

ONE HfiveilANIRS

i'.

CORNER NORTH SECOND & MVINI ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MAR.

•* »»

tll«UM

til IIH

Kf

"Where it's easy
to park, and a
frjend7 .

Christmas Cards: A 90 Year Tradition

•rid' -

pleasure to shop."
■MIMIiMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUMMIHHMUm

Make the holidays
Owl
teatettvely m originated lm UM by ,

HOLIDAYS
When you tako homo Kentucky Fried Chicken, th«rt
no cooking, no doming up. And that's a hoHdayi
Take home finger llddn' good Kentucky ftkd
Chicken by the box, bucket or baneL Oreat for company dinners... for lunch...\fac anytfanel
lake it from the Colonel... today. Just pick it Of
and go I And have a happy hoUday.
The lendce fa: SUDDEN!

W* fix Sunday dinner unmdayt a wwi
oouma MNOiRr MOM

COLONEL RESTAURANT
SfrHBAvmw

PldelfoSi

lUctaowd. Ky.
■

DIXIE
DRY CLEANERS
Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL, STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please.
240 S. SECOND

Half-price to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people
read* • •

AUTTTORIUM
Dee.ll-

Dec, IS

At last count, we had more than 3,800 newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the. world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news — the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it — in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

iff&T

DEAD HEAT
T-OO-BOUND

W-]

The Christian Science Monitor
1 Norway Street, Boaton, MaaaachuaetU 02115
Please enter a Monitor subscription tor the name below.
I am enclosing $
i
(U. S. funds) for the period
checked. O 1 /ear $12 Q 9 months S0 □ 6 months *6
Name
'Street-

\y

> — *■.»,

City_
D College student
□ Faculty member

Apt/Rm. #..
ZipStateYear of graduation
/-CN-ts I

PHONE 623-1368

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
da rlaaur for avery worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It's good. It's
clean. However, good clean things say not exactly be
your idea of Jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar I
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot I Ooooooh-Roar, soft drink, roar I
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gushI
Oh we can't think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strlt with I
Or sleep through English lit' with
Roarl Soft drlnkl Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE I

SPRITE. SO TART AW
TIHBUHB. Wt JUST CPVLPH'T
tern TT «mw

Ra^idfl«v«iime..;
Its a vwhcfe new facK
in shaving/
ipek for the lime-green can
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EKU's Number One Alumnus Named to Director's Board
President ROBERT R, MAR- husband Bruce and four chU- and resides at 86 VaUey Road, ton, and their two sons reside
TIN. 'S4. hu been named one drea, liruce, 12; Jennifer, 9; Danville, Ky. 40422.
Gene is at 2907 Angyle Drive, Lexingof 5he fcree directors of the David, 4-1/2; and Nancy Carol, married to the former Barbara ton.
holds Beatty. who attended Eastern.
JACK W. VAUGHAN, '65, is
board of the Association of State
EDGAR HARDIN, '54,
'88
MYfiTIE HORNE -59
CoUef as and Universities. The the position of supervisor of the
MYRTIE HORNE, 59, 63 is stationed on the U.S.S. Putnam
association, which lists 280 Purchasing
Cost Estimating teaching seventh grade In the (DD757) c/o FPO, New York,
state Institutions throughout the Dept. of the Collins Radio Com- y*nLe»r ^F^ Jf^Z.^ New York as a 3rd class Ranation In Its membership, met pany. He and his wife, the for- tor >"rw>>J» Box 127, Palnts- darman with the U.S. Navy. He
will be employed by Armco Steel
receotly In Columbus, Ohio... mar MARTHA APPLEGATE, '55, vllle, W' «**'•
Also appointed for one year terms have two sons, Mike and David.
GEORGE R. ARNOLD, '65, Is Corp. Ashland Ky. in April. 1968.
DeWITT F. VanARSDALE Jr.,
ware Stanley J. Heywood presl- Martha taught several years but now out of the Army and teachdant of Eastern Montana Collage is now a housewife at 742 James ing P.E., health & science, and '65 is now serving in Vietnam
and James E. Purdue, president Drive Richardson Texas 25080. coaching basketball at Peaks Mill and his wife, the former Virginia
of State University Collage,
Mrs. BILLIE DAVE CASEY, Elem. Frankfort.
He and his Buchanan have one SOIL James
Oswego, N.Y. The president of '55, Is now guidance counselor wife, the former JOY GRAHAM, DeWitt, 2, and reside at Route
tea association Is G. Tyler Mil at Bryan Station Junior High '65 who was on the Progress a Sunbrlght Drive, Klngsport,
ler tea bead of the Madison School In Lexington. She and staff have a daughter Tammy Tenn.
1/Lt JEFF R. BOWMAN, '65,
Collage, Harrisburg, Va.
Don reside at 3383 Clays Mill Leigh and reside at 421 Conway,
is now serving In Vietnam and his
GLADYS BRUNER, '39, of Box Road Lexington with their fam- Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
wife the former JEANTE GAIL
341, Lancaster, Ky. 40444, Is now lly.
ASHE, '66 is at Eastern workteaching third grade at Lancaster
ing on her Master's degree. Jeffs
Elementary School.
address Is 586th H.E.M.Co APO
JOE MORGAN '41, is a buildSan Francisco, Calif. 96248 and
ing contractor and is self emJeanle is receiving her mall
ployed at Morgan & Pflster Buildat Box 593 Richmond, Ky. 40475.
ing & Supply Co. His address
GARY L. STINNETT, «65 of
Is J806 HUlcrest Drive, OwensRoute 1, Sinai, Ky. is teaching
boro, Ky. 42301.
grade 7 and is assistant basketWILLIAM H. JOOS, Sr., '49,
ball coach at Sinai Western High
'50, teaches California RequireSchool.
Gary Is also taking
ments and Is bead of the Social
graduate work at Eastern onSatScience Dept. at Monache High
urdays.
School
in Portervllle, where
JUDITH A LEACH CAUFTELD
BUI, Jr. is a senior and Brad
'65, is now living at 17016 128th
is a freshman. His wife, Blanche,
Ave., S.E., Renton, Wash. 98055,
secretary to the principal. Their
and teaches 4th grade at Casaddress is 95 S. Rowland, Porcade Elem. School In Renton.
tervllie, Calif, Calif, 93257.
CYNTHIA
HUSSING,
'66
ROBERT H. COLEMAN, '50,
teaches physical education and
is assistant professor of Eduswimming at Moon Union School
cation and Coordinator of StuDistrict, Pittsburgh,
Her addent Teachers at East Tennessee
dress is 646 arrlage Circle
State University. His wife, the
Pennsbury Village, Plttsburg,
former HELEN HAMMACK, '46,
Pennsylvania 15205.
is teacher of home economics
SHIRLEY ELLB, '66, Is now
at Bristol Senior High.
The
Mrs. Wayne Rockwell and reArmy 'Major WILLIAM R. HENSLEY, '56, was presented
Colemans reside at 745 Sutheraides at 207 5th Street, Lahis second through fourth awards of the Air Medal at Ft.
lln Drive, Bristol, Va. 24201,
Grange, Ky.4003L Shirley teachLeavenworth on November 3.
He received the awards for
with their son, Robert Bruce,
es 2nd grade at La Grange Elemcombat aerial support of ground operations in Vietnam from
who is a senior in high school.
entary School.
March 1965 to June 1967. Major Hensley is a student at the
JOSEPH B. HARDWICK '50,
PATRICIA RONALD DAVENU.S. Army Command and General Staff Collage at Ft. Leavenis employed at Aeronautical SysPORT, '66, Is a second grade
worth. He has also received the Army Commendation Medal,
tems Division, Wright Patterson
teacher In Tampa, Fla.
Her
and resides at 1329B Stonlelgh Court, Leavenworth, Kansas
Air Force Base Dayton, Ohio,
husband Michael, Is enrolled
66048 with his wife, Joan, Major Hensley is shown receiving
as a contract price analyst/neat the University of Tampa as
Ins award and congratulations from Colonel David S. Hendergotiator.
He is married and
a full time student and they
son, assistant commandant of the U.S. Army Command and
has four children. His address
reside at 8732 N. 46th, Tampa,
General Staff College at the fort.
Is 1420 Bemwald Lane, Dayton
RAY "Butch" BARGER, «84, Fla. 33610.
45432.
JOHN H. m ANDDIANNE HENVINCENT GILLEY
'55, is u teaching science and biology
DAVID H. KEMP. '49. teaches
Sodo-Economlcs at Courter principal of Amelia High School •* Manchester Junior HlghSchool DRICKS SCOTT, both «66, are
Technical High School in Cln- and resides on Route 3 Box to Mlddletown, Ohio.
He also residing at 339-1/2 Bob-o-Llnk
cinnatl DOROTHY. '49, teaches 429, Bethel, Ohio 45106.
coached football this falL He Dr., Lexington Ky 40508 and are
employed by the Fayetto County
first grade lnsNewport, Ky, and
ROY ALLBON, «55, was re- ■*» "« *"• h*™ » daufh*e,r. schools.
plays french horn in Cincinnati cently promoted to position of *** Ann. who was bra ADrtl
WILLIAM KTNCER, '61, is
summer band concerts.
The Director of Hospital Service, 27, 1967. Their address Is 4551
Kemps reside at 4559 Hamilton Kentucky Dept. of Mental Health. Moslman Road., Mlddletown, O- manager of the 26 store district
of Michigan for the W. T. Grant
Ave Cincinnati Ohio 48223,
His address is Entrada Drive. MoKABLPATTON '51, has been Frankfort. Ky. 40601.
'
NELSON T. McC ALL, «64, has Co. since August 1966. His adpromoted to assist director of
BILLY THOMPSON, '57, of been appointed general agent to dress is 707 Comfort Ave. Lansing. Mich. 4891S.
employe, relations by the Cour- 3129 Kayelawn Dr., Louisville, ?&£2£Z*'(£'2 CaS!
SYLVIA RAMSEY DAUGHEK<..._
T~.*«.I
.nri
Th.
i.nut«vtiia
v„
ino«ii..«»„ti^„i
.
^i'
Life
Insurance
Co.
of
Callforn
n
ler-Journal and The Louisville Ky. 40220 Is executive vice preslTY, '66, Is living with her parnla.
He
Joined
Occidental
two
Tlmes. Patton resides at 8107 dent of Kentucky Restaurant
ents at Whltely City, Ky. 42653,
Old Gate Road, Louisville 40222. Assn. He'andThelma haTeteo yM" **° ■» ■^a«e1nl "* Jff
earned a number of sales awards. while her husband Ronala is servCAROL HARMON W£LIAMS. tfrto^ora tngjgvg* gTto I'SSS^TKSSS ing In Vlnh Long, Vietnam with
<52,_now
f^^^j^jM-jaammamam^u
^ He and M. with th U.S. Navy.
■sz. now resiues
« ««o »«M«■—■■- "TTL ™ . TT*.
i
Rl» Brot
ford Place. LoulsvlUe with her president of the Bank of Danville wife,
"*f the former Lucia Lee StratSA/4, MICHAEL DALEDON-
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ER, '66 is now serving in Viet- Plrmary Special Education and
nam ana is look forward to re- Mr. Warner Is teacher in Science
turning to Eastern soon.
His In the West Carrollton School
address Is 4th Admin Co., 4th System.
Inf. Div. APO San Francisco Odor-Anderson
The wedding of Miss LOB
96262.
1/Lt TERRY N. TALLENT, ODOR '67, of Cynthlana Ky.,
'66, now In Vietnam, will leave to Mike Anderson of California
there about January 9th. 1968 took place December 1, 1967 in
and will visit Eastern about Jan- Leesburg, Fla, The young couuary 15th, where ha will be at ple Is making their home In
Lancaster House and hopes to Pensacola Fla.
see many of his old friends. Yeary-Bllllngsley
Kathy Robinson Yeary, who atMARY FO RUDD, '66, teaches
discussion at University of Haw- tended Eastern, was married to
all, and speech and debate at BRUCE BILLING6LEY «67, on
Kamehameha High School a pri- November 18,1967.
vately endowed school tor na- Crace-Grayblll
Edith Rose Crace and John
tive Hawailans. She also does
TV Commercials. Her address Pherigo Grayblll were married
is Kamehameha Schools, Speech November 11, 1967. She is the
Dept. Kapalama Heights, Hono- daughter of ALLINGTON CRACE,
'31. The groom attended Eastlulu, Hawaii 96800.'
and is employed at the
JERRY R. MITCHELL, '67, ern
is employed as a seventh grade Clark County National Bank of
teacher by the Clark County Winchester. They reside at 128
School System and she resides Burns Ave., Winchester, Ky.
on Route 1 Lexington Road, WinJUNIOR
ALUMNI
chester Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES A.
JAMES F. SOUTHARD '67, FAIR, '54 announce tea birth
is a government and world his- of a daughter, Laura Ellen, on
tory teacher at Western High May 18, 1967. Charles Is teachSchool) Louisville and his ad- ing at the Walter Shade Elemdress is 1922 E. Spring Street, entary School In West CarrollNew Albany, Indiana.
ton, Ohio.
They Uve at 401
Army second Lt. DANIEL B. AlexandersvUle Rd West CarWEBSTER, '67 arrived to Viet- rollton 45449.
nam October 23, with his unit,
A daughter Teresa Lee, on
the 198th Light Infantry Brigade. September 26, 1967, to LAWLt. Webster Is a reconnaissance RENCE MICHAEL WHALEN,
platoon leader assigned to Com- '66 and his wife the former
pany E. 1st Battalion of the bri- DIANNE SWANNACV '67. They
gade's 46the Inf. San Francisco are presently residing at 9716
APO 96B9.
E. Washington Apt. 9-C IndianaPFC PAUL SMITH, Jr., who polls, Ind.
attended Eastern and was affiliated with the well known band
IN MEMORY
■The Exiles" Is currently servCol. ROBERT EDGAR TUR1
ing with the Army at Cam Rahn LEY, Jr., who attended Eastern
Bay, Vietnam. H received his and was a retired army officer,
An training at the Fort Lee died on November 17 1967 afte
Va., quartermaster school ana a long illness.
Col. Turley
graduated with the highest honor served la the Army for 30 years.
in his class..
Survivors Included Ms wife a
ANDREW •Skipper" MARdaughter and a sister, Mrs. LuTIN, '67, works at the Jefferson clen Burnam Richmond.
County Parks A Recreation
Miss FLORA J. SULLIVAN
Board. The Martins reside at '08,
a resident of Williams 3017 Pamela, A-4 Louisville, Ky. burg, Ky. passed away recently.
40220.
A son, Eugene, In October,
WEDDINGS
1967, was born to GENE SCHAFER, '59, and his wife, the
Osborne-Wilson
JEANETTE
OSBORNE, '66, former J1U Spencer. They rewas married to Lonnie W. Wil- side on Route 4, Box 39, Greson on June 24,1967. She teach- encastle, Ind. where Gene was
es for the Washington Co. Board recently appointed store manof Education and they live at ager for Montgomery Ward & Co.
A daughter, Mary Beth, on
102 Garden Court Springfield,
May 18, 1967, to RON G. BRAUN,
Ky. 40069.
'61, and MARY ELLEN WILLIS,
Shepherd-Warner
PHYLLIS ANN SHEPHERD, '62, BRAUN. She was welcomed
'66, became the bride of Larry by Anne, 4 1/2 and twins Pete
Lee Warner, on August 12,1967. & Andy, 2. Ron has bean named
After a wedding trip to New manager, government sales ofEngland and Canada, the couple fice, Dayton, Ohio for Engelis residing In Ketterlng, Ohio hard Ind. Inc. the world's larwhere Mr. Warner is teacher of gest dealer in the platinum me-
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tals office. Their address is 333
Shadylane Drive, Dayton, Ohio
43432.
PAUL E. SITES, '61, and his
wife, welcomed their second child
and first son, Paul Edward Sites,
11, on Sept. 1, 1966. They reside
at 106 Florence Ave., Jackson,
Ohio 45640.
Twins, a son, Perry Lee &
daughter, Stacy Lynn, to EARL
G. DUNN, '61, and his wife, the
former Amy Topolsky, on Feb-

ruary 20, 1967. Their addrei
Is Route 1, Nlcholasvllle, Kj
40356.
A son, Bryan Kent, on Mai
14, 1967, at the 97th Genera
Hospital In Frankfurt, German]
to Cant. BOBBY W. NORDHEIN
'63, and nla wife, the fornu
LINDA MORRIS, '63. CaPt. Not
ihelm's address is HHC, 3r
Armd. Div., APO New Yorl
09039.

AXA Sells Mistletoe
BY JOYCE LEE
ORGANIZATIONS EDITOR
. Alpha Chi Lambda Is currently
involved In a service project.
Always the brothers try to
support what they feel are the
bettor things in life and with
this Idea they have decided to
sell mistletoe during the holiday season.
The proceeds from the mistletoe project will go to both the
school and community needs. One
of the projects Is to present
Coach Smith of the cross country team with a plaque to be used
tor the OVC championship Cross
Country team.
The remainder of funds will
be used to help needy families
in the Richmond area during
the Christmas season.
■A successful dance in Martin Hall Cafeteria featuring the
Fabulous Formations from Lexington gave Alpha Chi lambada
a good start this year Into their
season of activities.
Soon It was rush week where
the brotherhood filled their quote
of members by taking two pledges. They were Tim Argabright
of the basketball team, and Harold Burke of the Cross Country
team.
At homecoming, Alpha
Chi
Lambda built a Bounty type ocean
vessel with cannons that actually
fired and spouted smoke. The

float'a theme was to predict L
ture events: "Eastern Sails O
ward to the OVC."
In sports, Alpha CM Lamb:
has done well. David Imhoff ft
lshed first In lntra-mural te
Ms competition wMle Imhoff ai
his partner Dennis Day came
second In the lntra-mural tenn
doubles. Jim Blake led the pa
In inter-fraternity competltl
for the cross country title.
The Alpha CM Lambdas foug
their way through the dlfflcu
competition to get the runnel
up title In Inter-fratorMty fli
football. At the present Urn
the Alpha CM Basketball tea
is undefeated at 5-0.
The officers for the fraternltfi
this year are: Randy Nolte, preslj
dent; Jim Blake, vice-preside^
George Wolakl, secretary
Jon Sharpe, treasurer.
Randy Nolte, a Junior fron
Lexington, Kentucky, majorlr
in speech, was enthusiastic about
their recent mistletoe campaign.
Nolte replied, "The proceeds
form the mistletoe was a big
success... lt went over much''
better than we expected."
The Christmas holidays will.-'
bring a big relief to the pledges
of Alpha CM Lambda. The last
week before school Is dismissed
will be "Hell Week" for their
pledges.

POIVATC * AUCTION BALKS
COMMCMCIAL
RESIDENTIAL

Svcuit C. <Sf3Utu.n
REALTORS
PHONCSI:

I

fla.T.mnncN':
Dnarms dienaalt
Phillip Cunnairln

OrriCf 623-3830

Tfla-ht Phones
m-4S74

310 East Main St.
RICHMOND.
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AND WHEN YOU RETURN AFTER THE
HOLIDAYS WE WILL BE GETTING READY FOR
SECOND SEMESTER.
OFFERING TOP CASH FOR USED BOOKS
OUR USED BOOKS BUY-BACK STARTS JAN. 22
WITH THE OPENING OF SECOND SEMESTER THE
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE WILL HAVE

MORE USED BOOKS
IN STOCK THAN EVER BEFORE.

SEE AND BELIEVE
_L_
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The Grille, located In the Keen Johnson Student Union Building, ta the o«Ur for
Informal "■mall talk" and the place where students gather between classes for coke

The student mores into A new 'Tiome-away-from-home," much to the delight of Richmond merchants Into whose places of business more than $200,000 a week is deposited
by the eager youngsters.
The student: a name and not a number. Thla remains the philosophy at Eastern
where every effort Is made to give Individual identity to each of the nearly 9,000
students.

■

The University encourages students to take part in religious activities, both on—
and off-campus. On campus there are student religious centers of several faiths.

A lazy spring afternoon finds this couple relaxing in the beautiful outdoor Greek
amphitheater.

To Eastern, the trial of student, teacher and book la its symbol and inspiration. The
student finds big challenges when he arrives in trying to find ways to carry all the
books he needs from the University Bookstore, and while he la here in wading through
the several hundred thousand volumes ta the enlarged Crabbe Library.

Creative experiences are available to students In many different forms—sculpture,
woodworking, and the multifarious gyrations required for popular dancing.

i

many different geographic, social
The
and political backgrounds. AH are eager to stretch their minds la quest of
knowledge.

Eastern Progress, Triurs., DM. 14, 1967,
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Eastern Has Freshness And When Dr. Robert R. Martin Became Sixth President Of EKU He Soon Revealed His Ambitions And Goals
The Vigor Symbolic Of Youth
The success of a university
Is as much the responsibility
of its students as Its faculty and
administrators. To Eastern Kentucky University, the trial of student, teacher and book is Its
symbol and Its inspiration and it
is with this worthy purpose in
mind that all decisions are made
which effect the course of the
University.
The student—the final Justification and proudest concern
of Eastern—dictates the institution's philosophy and that
is, as with all great universities,
teaching Is central. Around the
teacher and his students swirl
Intellectual streams--the effort
to understand and preserve the
past, the pursuit for today's
truths, and the march toward
tomorrow's uncertainties.
Student True Reason
It Is the student who really
gives the university reason for
existence. And everywhere one
looks on the sprawling campus,
It becomes evident that Eastern
has the freshness and vigor of
youth.
Eastern's students are serious
about learning. They are eager
to 'stretch their minds* in quest
of knowledge. All of Eastern's
activities and objectives stem
from its acceptance of its primary duty—to produce citizens
of Intellect and to equip them with
the wisdom to use their abilities
wisely. Eastern is a route to
Intellectual maturity, a means
for developing ideas, insights
and values.
Life at Eastern, however, Is
much more than the classroom,
the laboratory, or the library,
important as these are in the
educational process. In the
wonderful world of Eastern, opportunities abound for pursuing

Individual Interests and talents
which contribute to the students'
development as productive citizens. Outside the classroom the
student Is encouraged to participate In numerous campus activities, all of which are managed
by the students, thus providing
the widest measure of student
responsibility.
For the Eastern student, the
campus Is temporarily the world.
Here, 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, he studies, attends
classes, makes friends, and
plays. It la here that his most
memorable life experiences will
occur.
Here he experiences
happiness, sadness, anxiety,
satisfaction, disappointment, all
of which contribute to his college life.
And, suffice it to say, the
Eastern student plays a vital
role In the economy of Richmond—to the tune of well over
$200,000 per week deposited in
off-campus businesses.

When Robert R. Martin became Eastern's sixth president Nov. 17, 1960, he set his
goal high—to work for the
continued growth of his alma
mater.
And he didn't waste time revealing Ms ambitions.
In his Inaugural speech, be
expressed challenges In both
physical and academic achievement, when be said:
The achievement of a new
level of greatness for Eastern
will not be come bv easily or
cheaply. If we would be great

we must expend intelligent
effort as well as money. We
may be overworked; we may
be underpaid; we may be criticized. If we are, however,
equal to the destiny of a greater Eastern, we shall have our
reward."
Immediately

At his Inauguration. President Martin stated that the immediate problem facing the institution was that of securing
adequate housine and classroom

faculties for the anticipated
numbers who would seek admittance to Eastern.
"There must be modern,
functional buildings to last the
next century," he said.
Since assuming the office as
chief administrator, President
Martin has directed one of the
country's biggest educational
expansion programs.
The University's physical
plant, valued at some$7 million
in 1959, has since seen more
than SOS million In new construction. .

Contribute To Spirit
It is all these things which
make Eastern so richly different
than any life the student has
ever experienced. The thousands
of young people who come In
quest of knowledge—with different geographic, social, economic and educational backgrounds—all contribute to the
spirit of Eastern.
And It's not over when the
degree Is conferred. When the
student proudly marches past to
receive his degree, he becomes
a member of a great family of
alumni totaling over 16,000. This
Is a proud family, numbering
among Its members names that
stand for fame, for accomplishment, for service and for sacrifice.

Eastern Kentucky University
BY JESSE STUART
Eastern Kentucky University,
A monumental giant of Learning's Light,
Implanted here for our eternity.
Expanded by a Giant In dream and fight:
Bob Martin's dream Is shooting for a star
Above this stately Learning's Citadel,
Beyond the reach of where the others are,
Forever here his spirit will prevail.
Eastern, Eastern where mortal youth have found
Their dreams and visions In new life begun
With training here to send them outward bound
Each to his dream and new place In the sun.
Artistic buildings on this hallowed slope
Where happy youth In thousands work and play,
Eastern, young giant of tougher fiber, strength and nope,
To pave America's immortal way.

During this period more than
twenty major construction projects have been completed including: eight dormitories (five
for men, three for women);
Alumni Collsuem, the Bert
Combs Classroom Building,
Moore Building, Donovan Building, Vlckers Village, Brockton,
Ault Service Building, the University Farm and the Gibson
Addition to the FltipatrickArts
Building.
Accomplishment* Many

Reconstruction or renovation
projects initiated during his
tenure Include: the John Grant
Crabbe Library, Cammack
Building, Coates Administration
Building,
Fltzpatrick Arts
Building, Roark Building, University Building, Weaver Health
Building and Sullivan
and
Burnam halls.
Presently under construction
are the Burrler Home Economics Building, a 13-story
women's dormitory and a 10story men's residence ball,
the latter being initial phases
of two large dormitory complexes.
In outlining his dynamic
"vision of greatness" for Eastern, President Martin stresses
that It is not enough to provide buildings, for the scope
of the total institution must be
considered and molded to provide for "achievement of
qualitative quantity In every
part of our educational system."
The president considers the
most Important problem Eastern faces as attracting and
keeping a superior faculty which
will continue to build a great
university.
Faculty Has Increased
When
President
Martin
assumed his duties, the faculty numbered about 200. Today there are approximately
S30 qualified educators within Eastern's ranks. Of the
full-time teaching faculty more
than 32% hold the earned
doctorate degree.
Originally organised as a
teacher education Institution,
Eastern now offers a varied
curricula In other fields as
weU.
In addition to the bachelor
of arts, bachelor of science
and master of arts In education
and master of arts In education
degrees offered in past years,
the university now offers nine
additional degrees In several
specialized areas.
These Include: associate of
arts, bachelor of music, bachelor of music education, bachelor of business administration,
master of arts decrees in

English, history, or guidance
In 1948, he Joined the State
and counseling for non-school Department of Educatlon,and in
personnel, master of business Jury, 1901, became the Departadministration, master of mus- ment's finance director. Dr.
ic education and master of
Martin helped draft the Foundscience.
To accommodate an increase ation Program for Education
in enrollment from 2,944 when Law, and worked for Its enPresident Martin assumed the actment at the 1984 General
duties of his office, to approx- Assembly.
He was elected State Superimately 9,000 this fall Eastern offers its students a field intendent of Public Instruction
in 1900. In 1909, Dr. Martin
of 42 different majors from
which to choose. Also in the served as Commissioner of
curriculum are 10 associate Finance before bis appointment
degree programs and 20 non- as President of Eastern.
Recipient of Eastern's first
teachlne programs.
"Outstanding Alumnus* award
Alumnus Of 1954
in 1900, Dr. Martin is active
Born Dec. 27,1910 on a farm In a number of civic and welnear McKinney in Lincoln Co- fare organizations, Masons and
unty, he Is one of eight child- Rotary among them. He was
ren of the late Henry and Annie state campaign chairman for
the 1904 Cerebral Palsy Drive.
Frances Martin.
Dr. Martin went through the
A member of Phi Delta Kappa,
Lincoln County public schools Dr. Martin has served on the
and graduated from Stanford Southern Regional Education
High School In 1930. Enrolling Board since 1906 and has been
at Eastern the same year, be a frequent contributor to
completed his undergraduate Journals In the field of school
work and was awarded the bach- administration.
elor's degree In 1934. He was
In recognition of his service
president of his senior class. to Kentucky, the Kentucky Press
He earned the master's de- Association named President
gree In education at the Uni- Martin the 1964 Outstanding
versity of Kentucky In 1940 Kentucklan.
Dr. and Mrs. Martin, the
and the Ed. D. degree at Teachers College, Columbia Uni- former Anne Hoge of Frankfort, are members of the Richversity in 1951.
First Presbyterian
Dr. Martin has served as mond
both teacher and principal In Church. He has served on the
Mason and Lee Counties. Dur- Board of Directors of the YMCA
ing World War II he served and the Board of Managers of
»» a weather forecaster and the Presbyterian Child Welfare
technical sergeant.
Agency, Synod of Kentucky.

HOLLYWOOD STAB VISITED CAMPUS — The mixing Into
politics by Hollywood celebrities la nothing- too new. John
Payne, who has had numerous starring roles on the screen,
visited and spoke on the Eastern Kentucky University campus a number of years ago In behalf of Republican candidates
He is pictured with arms around two Eastern student campaigners.
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"HERE TO SERVE YOU
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The Students And Faculty At Eastern"
== e Official Eastern Textbooks
= • Used Book Headquarters
• Complete Line of College and School Supplies
E e Complete Record Department
= e FHm, Cosmetics and Cigarettes
= • Special Prices Order Department
e Latest In Imprinted Shirts and Jackets
e Yaw Complete CoRege look Store for Students,
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Faculty and Alumni.
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At the turn of the century the Watters Collegiate Institute, a Prep 8shoot
for Central University, was located hi a building where the Keen Johnston
Student BulMIng >» now located.
In ISM the atate purchased the old Central University and founded our
present Institution known then as Eastern Kentucky State Normal School.
The first Campus Book Store was located ■> the old Walters Collegiate Institute Battling and was operated on a "part time" basis by students who could
handle the business at that rime In three hours per day.
One of the early part time student* operating die Campus Book Store
was Karl Combs, who was later to earn a national reputation as a "Mg league"
baseball player, now retired and a snncessful Madison County farmer and
businessman.
In 1918, the year Marshall Brock, now comptroller, came to Eastern as
business manager, the Campus Book Store was moved to the basement of the
Roark Building for a short time then It was moved to the Industrial Arts
Building. In 1019 It was moved to the first floor of the University BalkUag.
In 1921 It was moved back to the basement of the Roark BulkUng whree It
was etUI operating In 1915 when Fred BaUou was employed to become fall time
Campos Book Store manager, a position he still holds today.
The Campus Book Store remained In the basement of the Roark rkeUrtlag
until 19*8 when It was moved to the basement ef the Administration Building.
where the Eastern Telephone Exchange Is now located. It remained here
until 1940 when It waa moved to the new Keen Johnson Student Union Bufldlng, named after Madison County's Governor Keen Johnson, now retired and
part owner of the Richmond Dally Register and Its feature editorial writer.
The Campus Book Store was located In the new building where use grlB
Is now located and that la where It remained until ISSt when It was moved
to where the former recreation room was sad where It Is now operating as a
large, complete, self-service college book store serving the needs of over nine
thousand students, faculty and staff members ef Eastern Kentucky UnlversUyT YesVss Eastern has grown, so have the InstltnUonal Services, among
them the Campus Book Store.

INTERIOR Of THE NEW MODERN CAMPUS BOOK STORE
WITH StLF- MERCHANDISING CONCEPT
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Colleges, Divisions And Services Are Linked To Form A Successful Institution
College Of Arts And Sciences
BY FRED OGDEN. DEAN
•me

college ot

Aru

sad

Sciences was established In IMS
u the 8cbool of Arto and Sciences
whan a major reorganization of
the academic units of Eastern
Kentucky SUte College was
adopted.
It became the Collet* of Arts
and Sciences on July 1,1966, whan
Eastern became a university.
Although the collage is new,
most of the departments within
U have existed for many years.
They constituted many of the
major departments of Eastern
Kentucky State College and provided instruction in major subject matter areas.
The college now consists of
14 academic departments. They
arc anthropology and sociology,
art, biology, chemistry, drama
and speech, English, foreign
language, geography and geology,
history, mathematics, music,
philosophy, physics and political
science.
Student* Can Specialise
Through these departments and
their faculties, students can
specialize in various areas and
prepare themselves for many
different types of occupations.
The collage also prepares students for later study of professional courses. Pre-professlonal programs are provided
which are designed to prepare
the student for admission to
schools
of
medicine and
dentistry.
A three-year medical technology
curriculum, with the fourth y

to be taken at an accredited hospital, also la available.
Courses are offered which are
designed to prepare the student
for further work in engineering,
forestry, taw, optometry, pharmacy and veterinary medicine.
Off era Several Degrees
The college offers the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of
Science, Bachelor of Music Education and Bachelor of Music.
Throe departments have been Curricula Revised
organised since the establishThe curricula of all department of the college. The Depart- ments in the College have been
ment
of Anthropology and revised and strengthened. As a
Sociology and the Department result of an active recruiting
of Drama and Speech were or- program, many highly qualified
ganized In 1965 while the Depart- parsons have Joined the faculty.
ment of Philosophy was esEfforts are constantly being
tablished in September, 1966.
made to improve the facilities
In addition to expanding and available for instruction. Grants,
strengthening the program in have boon obtained for the puranthropology and sociology, this chase of scientific equipment.
department has begun a program
The completion of the Moore
to prepare persons for careers Science Building will greatly Imin social work. Two faculty mem- prove the facilities for biology,
bers with social work back- chemistry and physics. Further
grounds have bean added to the Improvement of the facilities
faculty to direct this program. for art, drama, music and other
Through the Department of programs will bo achieved when
Drama and Speech a program buildings now being planned are
for the preparation of persons constructed.
in speech therapy and audlology
has boon established. This proThe role of the college Is to
gram will prepare persons to provide a basic liberal education
work in school systems and in foe the student and to help him
clinics with children who have prepare for life in the cultural
speech and hearing problems. setting in which he will practice
The College of Arts and his vocation or profession.
Sciences in cooperation with The members of its faculty
the Graduate School is develop- are concerned with the individual
ing graduate programs. The de- student and soak to provide him
partment of English and history with the education he will need
bogan programs leading to the for his future.

Graduate School
BY DR. ELMO MORETZ
DEAN
The date was May 29, 1967.
To men of letters, Commencement Day was the
climatic ritual of spring. To
close followers and friends of
Eastern Kentucky University,
this, however, was a rite with
a difference - Eastern awarded
throe Master of Arts degrees,
its first.
The ■why* of this difference
amounts almost to a story of
the development of Eastern.
These were not the institution's
first graduate degrees. Graduate study was first authorised for teachers in 1938,
The first degree, the Master
of Arts In Education, was
awarded In 1942. Since that time,
thousands of teachers from
moat of the fifty states and

Master of Arts degree In these
fields in 1966.
A Master of Science program
in
biology was begun in
September, 1967 and the Department of Music has established
a Master of Music Education
program.
Additional graduate programs
at the Master's level are being
planned and will be established when the departments are
ready to offer them and when
the demand Justifies their establishment.

numerous foreign countries
have earned the degree.
Through the first three decades of graduate education,
Eastern sought to moot the
needs of one primary target
audience:
elementary
and
secondary teachers and their
principals, supervisors and
superintendents. Specialists
then were trained in the areas
of guidance and counseling
reading and library science.
Doctoral Program Initiated
A recent development has
been the approval and initiation
of a doctoral program In education tor persons Interested
in high
level leadership,
positions in the public schools
or in collage and university
work, administered and offered
Jointly by Eastern and the University of Kentucky.

The arrangement has obvious advantages fort the
teacher-scholar who wishes to
pursue part-time study toward
the doctorate at an institution
widely known and respected for
its problems orientation in
teacher education, and who
wishes to devote the residence
year In close association with
his research supervisors.
The assumption appears warranted that Joint doctoral programa with other outstanding
universities will be developed
within the next decade.
Institutional resources and
public demand may lead to the
development of a self-contained
program in carefully selected
areas within that period of time,
although such a development Is
not currently envisioned.
Now programs have received
Institutional approval In school
and consulting psychology.
These programs have been

Central University College
composition, humanities, social
BY CLYDE LEWIS, DRAM
natural science, mathThe opening of school flits science,
fall marked Central University ematics and health and phyCollege's second year of op- sical education.
In general, tola program is
peratlon.
between broad courses
Last year, cue enrolled only balanced
at least approximate an
beginning freshman. But in which
inter-disciplinary approach and
1968-69, It has added
more traditional elementary
class and Is fully
courses within the disciplines.
as the basic lower
An Interdisciplinary course in
college of the University,
humanities, utilising instructervlslng the academic
ors and subject matter from
stoat freshmen and
art, music, literature and philomores.
Central University College osophy were introduced this
was created as part of the tall.
re-organlzatlon accompanying Patterns Worked Out
Eastern's achievement of Uni- . In addition to its partversity status. Its purpoofs icipation In the general edwere threefold:
ucation curriculum, the UniTo provide that degree of versity College also coopadministrative autonomy necessary for an integrated gen- erates with the advanced colleges in setting courses of
eral education curriculum la
study which will prepare stuthe first two years.
dents to major In departments
Procedure Ruawlmd
'of those colleges. The reTo establish the adcetosulting course patterns are
lstrative procedures
worked oat cooperatively by
for directing and
the dean of the Central Unistudent conformity with
versity College and the departacademic requirements.
mental chairmen.
And, to operate a unified
In this endeavor, the dean is
advising system which will responsible for seeing that the
maintain constant contact with proposed pattern conforms to
students and thus effectively general education guidelines for
activate the policies of the
the first two years; the decollege.
partmental chairmen selects
These academic policies the general education options,
were determined by faculty the other courses designed to
committees
and sub-com- moot demands of the specialized
mittees drawn from all of the program, and the sequence of
other colleges.
all courses within the limThe program of general ed- itations imposed by the nature
ucation for 1968-69 contains of the courses themselves. The
47 semester hours in English results are presented as some
developed after extensive surveys of public school need and
Institutional capabilities.
Other special needs of public
schools will undoubtedly be met
by programs within the near
future, probably earliest In,
fields related to the last ructlonal demands of children '
dubbed by the profession as *ex- '
ceptiooaL*
Multiple Purposes Stressed '
The significance of the three
Master of Arts degrees lies In
the fact that they represent 'a
dramatic point of departure for
the University at the graduate
level.
The change is consonant with
the generally recognized mission of a university, moving
from a limited service rote to
the fulfillment of multiple purposes. (That Is not to say that
Institutional Interest In teacher
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education has or la likely to
wane.)
It should be realized as
course offerings become more
numerous allowing greater
selectivity, library resources
ate enlarged, academic competition is generated with students who may possess more
specialized Interests and faculty is Involved more extensively in the supervision of research.
All those factors should reflect subBtsnUvely and favorably upon the quality of many
aspects of campus academic
life, undergraduate aa well aa
graduate.
Public Confidence Noted
Presently, non-education
graduate programs are operable in the areas of biology,
business administration history, English, and guidance and
counseling. Approximately sixty, i>adeats from Kentucky and
neighboring- states are progressing toward completion of
programs In those fields.
Disciplinary work in the
areas of mathematics a«H
chemistry Is expected to
become a reality at an early
date. Offerings in other areas
will materialize aa resources,
a senior faculty, library holdlags and research faculties, are
adequate for graduate requirements.
Greater diversification In
graduate offerings is the result
Of public confidence In the Institution and support of It. Diversity offers several advantages to the Institution and Us
supporters.
Trsaefnraaatinai Result
Internally, the Initiation of a
graduate program lands to Important transformations of program character.
To the outside observer, the
process of developing information relevant to coarse titles
and
outlines, major requirements and student selection, initiated by a departmental sub-committee and submitted for analysis and appraisal
by outside consultants, and reviewed by several university
committees prior to final submission to the Board of Regents for approval, may appear
similar to the proverbial mile
straining at the gnat's heel.
In reality, the process serves
to tost not only the program to
bo, but a wide variety of rotated questions some of which
may have Institution-wide Implications.
Can the typical undergraduate of Eastern, on the
basis of his general and specialized training, move readily and
profitably Into this sequence of
courses?

specified curricula in the
University College.
Each of these carr lcula meets
minimum general education requirements and entrance requirements for a particular
major In an advanced college.
The dean's office then undertakes to structure and administer the whole program. Beginning freshmen are Informed
concerning programs open to
them; their choices are recorded and used to establish
basic files for noting each student's progress in meeting requirements.
The primary
function of
student record keeping Is to
maintain close scrutiny of each
student's achievement, In order
that the student may avoid onnecessary courses or stay too
long in programs Inconsistent
with his or her Interests.
The director of advising, a
suordlnate of the dean, is
directly responsible for this
latter operation. His advisors
are nominated by the departmental chairmen of the Advanced
Colleges from their
faculties. Upon acceptance by
the dean and director of advising, they are assigned advisees who are preparing to
major in their departments.
The advisors are expected to
sea that students take courses
prescribed by the specified
patterns.
Deviations, when necessary,
must be reported to the dean's
office. Particularly is this
true whore a change of major
or program is required; In such
instances, a now advisor is
assigned and the student's file
must bo re-processed.
The advising system la more
centralized in its administration than wore student advising procedures in the past,
but the now system still retains the necessary contacts
with academic departments. It
Is expected to guarantee more
efficiency white retaining close
relations between faculty members and students.
Eastern baa always enjoyed
a reputation of concern for
its students. The new Central
University College seeks to
continue this tradition. If it
la successful, and this first
year indicated that it will be,
it will effect a centralisation
of administration without sacrificing students to Impersonal
systems and procedures.

Questleas

WE GIVE TOP VALUE STAMPS
FRIGIDAIRE
PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS
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Will the graduate of such a
II program be able to compote
favorably with the graduates of
other Institutions at the professional level or as a doctoral
aaplran?
With the pyramiding of knowledge in all fields, what aspects
of this area of study can be
omitted to provide time to develop now essential Ideas or techniques?
And, finally, given the necessity of priorities for staff and
financial resources, can this
program receive the necessary
support, or is another perhaps
more essential?
The popular press has been
preoccupied recently with the
question of whether a strong
graduate commitment robs the
andor graduate of his
tonal •birthright." The
biased graduate faculty member
would have to agree that it may.
Oa the other bond; the obvious
potential benefits are readily
enumerated.
The
Instructor who Is

BKD PRESIDENT HONORED IN '64 — Dr. Robert R. Martin, president of Eastern Kentucky University, received the
Kentucky Press Association's "Kentuckian of the Year"
award In 1964. He is shown flanked by former Governor
Keen Johnson (left) and Maurice Henry, Middlesboro, a past
president of the press association.
MS-

School Of Law Enforcement

police service In Kentucky. The
BY BOB FOBEY
request was warmly received
DIRECTOR
and wo wore advised to contact
Some police personnel in Ken- President Robert R. Martin and
tucky have recognised for many make our lnterst known. Presyears the need for a degree pro- ident Martin recognized imgram In the field of taw enforce- mediately the police need and
ment.
committed Eastern to the esSeveral efforts to establish a tablishment and support of such
program of higher education of- a program.
fering a major In taw enforcement wore either rebuffed or First Class la\ 1HS
failed.
The School of Law Enforcement
The problem of keeping the
tebltebed aa a part of the
peace,
protecting Ufa and College of Applied Arts and Techproperty, enforcing taw and pro- nology. The first class waa held
viding service has has become In- during the spring semester 1966.
creasingly difficult each year. Forty-five people enrolled, forty
Few Jobs are more complicated completed the course.
and none carry greater responRobert W. Posey was appointed
sibility than being a peace officer
director
of the School of Law
in modern times.
Enforcement June 1,1966. There
Void Exlsta
are now five full time staff memIn the police field a void exist* bers ^^ fou r part time emat all levels: the officer, the ployees.
supervisor, the commander, and
The school has an enrollment
the administrator.
of 200 students and continues to
The officer has not had the Increase. Day and evening clasbenefit of adequate training In ses are offered on campus. Three
technique, theory, history and evening classes are offered off
philosophy.
campus-two at Louisville and coo
The sergeant
supervises at Hazard. Two additional evenhis man by Instinct, suffering ing classes are expected this fall,
from lack of training In superThe curriculum provides a libvisory techniques and principles. eral arts educational with a major
The commander is all to often
law enforcement. The four
effective with graduate classes placed In his position as a polit- in
program requires the genshould also bo affective with ical reward or because of a pleas- year
eral
education subjects plus
undergraduate* and many wall ing personality which 111 equips thlrth-nlne
hours in lawenforcequalified teachers are not in- him for the difficult Job of directmont.
J
«.
terested In working with either ing a phase of too fight against
Included In the curriculum are:
P^pqiaMnw to the exclusion of
Introduction, police stystems,
crime.
the other.
Departments beads are chosen patrol and services police adA larger library benefits all for various reasons: some from ministration,
records, traffic
student.
Inside the department because cod on criminal investigation,
of their experience, some from criminal taw, court procedures
Closer/ Asseeteted
outside the department because and firearms.
And, finally, the stereotyped of their tack of experience.
Associate Degree Offered
research professor, white ocThe results: weak recruiting,
The associate degree, for those
casionally found, is more fre- tack of Interest, Inferior perquently of the same extraction sonnel, poor techniques and gen- who cannot pursue the four-year
*s ghosts. Most professors find eral ineffectiveness at the op- program, is offered to the allied
genuine satisfaction to close erational level, erroneous and fields of Juvenile industrial se,
association with both their dis- slovenly supervision, poor pro- curity and corrections.
The School's of taw Enforcecipline and their students.
motion and execution of policy.
ment holds degress in taw Off
Eastern's long commitment
police administration. Thereare
to teacher education makes it
Kentucky has never had a single only two masters degrees is
unlikely that good teaching will
be consciously sacrificed.
police department head degreed police administration in
tucky - both are on the
To Eastern alumni, a broader in fata field.
The combined staff has law enoffering should result in greatWhat is the answer?
er pride in identification with
Other professions have won or forcement experience totaltheir alma mater and increas- are winning their battle through ing forty-five yours. This exed public recognition of the higher education. Medicine law, perience was earned In the FBI
quality of their collegiate work. tearhlng, ministry agriculture, State Police Division of CorTo other Eastern supporters, coaching and engineering, tor rections and military.
The first student to earn an
a varied graduate offering •ample have applied higher edshould provide tangible evi- ucation to the problem and bene- associate degree was graduated
in June 1967.
dence that the once normal fited thereby.
The school is dedicated to the
school, teachers college, state
Eastern believes law enforcecollege, Is in fact a university. ment should bo an Independent proposition of assisting those aThe faculty and adminis- discipline or to be composed of gencles In Kentucky responsible
tration, with the strong support multiple disciplines that can be for the cycle of Criminal Jusof the Board or Regents, are f*t/fi\^A and learned.
tice, the polios, the courts and
dedicated to the notion that it
In 1966 Colonel William New- corrections. To help thorn train
shall become a truly dis- man of the State Police tad the and Improve their present pertinguished university as it con- writer contacted Eastern Ken- sonnel, and to supply them with
tinues to respond to the man- tucky University and explained future graduates equipped to do
date of a growing and Increas- the need for a degree progam to the Job is Its mission.
ingly enlightened society.
produce qualified people for the

.

Many Portlatasttag

Division, Instructional Services
BY JAMES Tltfff
The Division of Instructional
Services at Eastern became operational in July 1966 with four
sections envisioned.
Three have boon activated and
the fourth radio, will become
active early In 1966.
The Division IS beaded by
Jamas Harris, who is responsible
for operations, budgeting and administration and is housed in two
of the newest building on campus.
Television, radio and engineering occupy the Television-Radio
Canter, an addition to the Modal
Laboratory School and the Instructional media section Is
boused In the Crabbe Library.
Latest ■■alaaniil

Tbs television section Is
equipped with the latest black
and white television equipment.
There are actually three separate television systems presently In operation at Eastern.
A two-camera system Is located
In the Modal Laboratory School
to provide observation experiences tor students taking
classes in education.
This system Is remote controlled so so camera operators
an necessary In the classroom.
The cameras may pan back and
forth, Utt up and down, or aoom
la on a specific Incident wtta
no distraction to the teacher or
the students.
Sound pick up is ■ rnomfsteuwl
through the use of mlrrnpsouss

placed In the observed classroom.
Every tearhlng area In Modal
Laboratory School la presently
equipped for television observation. In addition, all teaching
areas are provided with television outlets so that students
may use programs being broadcast over tbs system.
Coastal OaMe Used
Television signals are distributed on campus by means of
a coaxial cable.
This cable
originally linked Model with the
Combs Classroom Building.
During the summer the cable
system was expanded into tbs
Roars Building the classrooms
in the Alumni Coliseum and Into
Brock Auditorium.
Too Moors Science Building
and the Homo Economics Building, both under construction, will
also be connected into the system
will the Audio-Visual Auditorium located In the basement
of the Crabbe Library.
Of FtiMiliaal 4s»aMty

This television studio Is eqiapped with two 4 1/g" Imago
orthtcon cameras and Is comparable with any non-color educational television operation to
the country. All facilities are
so that professional
television productions
. be developed.
The studio will bo lnter-conby microwave into the

Many police agencies In the
state are taking advantage of the
program offered by the school.
The Kentucky State Police, Jefferson County Patrol, St. Matthews Police, SMvely Police,
Basard Police, 1 Berea Police
and others are actively particITTBH

«

iTntf j

A number of students are majoring In taw enforcement and
will soon be available to flU
tbs ever Increasing man power
A degree In taw
meat offers an active IK*
an opportunity to mak
tributton to our society.
Kentucky Educational Television
Network so that programs produced at Eastern may bo sent
over the entire state if the network so desires.
K Is anticipated that the portico
ot the network serving Richmond
and Madison County wUl be activated in the summer ot »6».
The transmitter will bo located
near Clay's Ferry and will broadcast on Channel 46.
The final unit of the television
section la designed so that it
will provide tbs nucleus of ■
mobile unit. The unit presently
consists of two vKHcon television
cameras and the necessary hardware and audio equipment. This
unit may bo used in permanent
installations In the television
studio and In tbs FerreU ass)
(OISHSMUI

em Page Five)
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Crabbe Library, Newly Renovated, Mad Its
Begining 60 Years Ago With 300 Books
The Eastern Kentucky University Library was born nearly
»i«y years ago when, on June
4,1907, less than five months
after the doors of Eastern Kentucky State Normal School were
opened, President Rurlc Novel
Roark placed a collection of
300 book* In an old building
that was used to store baled
hey.
Upon being named first president of Eastern in 1906, President Roark found in Richmond
a campus consisting of twentythree and one-half acres, two
brick buildings - University
Building, a stately landmark
which still serves as a classroom building, and old Memorial Hall, a men's dormitory,,
which has been raaed-and a
frame gymnasium. An old brick
building,
the
Preparatory
School Building, which had bean
deeded to Walters Collegiate
Institute by Central University,
and which was rented to
a private family and used to
store hay, was rented by President Roark as the first library.
It stood directly In front of
what Is now the Buchanan
Little Theatre in the Keen Johnson Student Union Building and
near the northeast corner of
the present Crabbe Library.
UtnriuhldMAHoMk
i Miss Ada Barter, who held
a library science degree from
University of Illinois, was hired
as the first librarian at a salary
of $40 i month. Thus, the
beginning of the Eastern
Library.
Although a modest start, the
Eastern Library, nonetheless,
was begun before the A 4 M
College (now the University of
Kentucky) had a central library.
The library occupied one
large room In the old Prep
School building. A pot-bellied
stove in the center of the room
•provided the only heat and It
was the responsibility of the
librarian to keep the fire going.
Window apace provided natural
light by day. Four light bulbs
suspended from the celling did
not provide enough light for the
library to remain open at night.
There was no water or other
conveniences In the building*
.Furniture included four tables,
some wood-bottom chairs and
bookcases.
One plece-anornate, solid oak table-is still
preserved In the Kentucky
Room.
On March IB, 1907, the Board
.of Regents made its first library
appropriatlon-$500.
In 1909
the librarian was requested to
purchase additional books, the
cost not to exceed $200.

Coates, third president, exofficlo. It was also during
this year that the first definite
policies regarding expansion of
the library were made. An
emergency fund of $1,000 was
appropriated. The budget for
1919 was Increased to $2,500
and there since nave been
steadily
Increasing annual
appropriations for purchase of
books.
Moved Several Time*
The library budget for the
1960-07 academic year was
$482,770. Of this amount,
$250,770 was budgeted
for
purchase of new books, $15,000
for periodicals, and $21,000 for
binding and repair of books.
In the fall of 1918, around
Thanksgiving, the Library was
moved from the Preparatory
School Building into the new
Cam mack Building, occupying
two large rooms, with small
rooms on either end, on the
second floor.
R was moved again In the
summer of 1924 upon completion
of the new building built to
serve especially as a librarythe John Grant Crabbe Library.
Cost of the two-story building,
designed to accommodate 200
students, was $55,342. It contained 16 fireproof rooms. The
library holdings had grown from
the original 300 to 16,854.
Addition Built In 'So
In 1980, under the administration of President Herman Lee Donovan, an addition
costing nearly twice as mucr
as the original structure was
completed.
The John Grant
Crabbe Library served Eastern's students-from 811 enrolled in 1935 to 6,9949 enrolled in 1965-untU work wax
begun on the sprawling new
structure. Serving as temporary quarters during the 19month construction period were
the fir at floor of the Bert Combs
Building and the basement of
Case Hall, a women's dormitory.
The first library policies
were formulated by Miss Mary
Estelle Reld, Eastern's second
librarian from 1912 to 1929.
She wrote, In part:
•A most essential factor in
the life of Eastern State Teachers College is Its library. It
contributes to the efficiency
of every department of Instruction. It Is a place where
every member of the faculty and
every student, to the smallest
pupil In the Training School,
may come for information and
for recreational reading...
Integral Fart Of System

IMS Was Significant
The year 1918 was significant
to the history of the Eastern
Library. R was then that the
first Library Committee, was
appointed: Dr. E.C. McDougle,
Dean, Education; Dr. James
Bruner, English; Dr. Wren
Grlnstoad, Latin; Mr.
Charles A. Keith, History; Mr.
R.A. Edwards, Training School,
and President Thomas Jackson

"The library Is not a mere
adjunct .to the school, but an
Integral part of the educational
system...Real students are no
longer satisfied to follow mere
textbooks In the Investigation
of a subject ...The library
reflects In Its collection and
service the aims of the Institution of which it is a part,
its development being influenced by that of the school,
which In turn is dependent upon

5;
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the
development of the
library...*
Third librarian was Miss
Mary Floyd, who was appointed
by President Donovan upon the
death of Miss Reld In 1929.
R was during Miss Floyd's
tenure as librarian that the
valuable John Wilson Townsend Collection was secured for
the Kentucky Room of the
Library.
Upon Miss Floyd's retirement In 1957, Mrs. Luclle
Whlteheed was named acting
librarian, a position she held
for one semester. In the
summer of 19S7, Dick M. Allen
was named permanent sucessor to Miss Floyd. Ernest
W. Weyhrauch, who had served
as
education
librarian In
the Indiana University libraries
complex, was appointed Director of Libraries Dec. 1,1966,
by President Robert R. Martin.
Dedicated In A
R has been nearly six decades
since Ada Barter kept the fire
going In the old pot-bellied
stove inside of what had been
a hayloft. But the fire of enlightenment continues, sparked by an unqueochlng thirst for
knowledge. It was with this
same thirst that Eastern Kentucky State Normal School grew
into an ever-expanding university. And R Is with tols
same sense of pride that the
new castle of knowledge was
dedicated In January 1967.-Condensed
from EASTERN'S
LIBRARY, by R.A. Edwards,
1962.

Division
(Continued from Page Few)
Grise Rooms of the Combs Classroom Building.
From these locations television signals may be distributed
over the campus system or video
taped for later presentation.
The
instructional
media
section Is coordlntod by Mrs.
Louise Lyons. This section is
responsible for providing all
types of media In support of the
academic program at Eastern.
Such media may Include motion
pictures, film strips, slides,
transparencies, charts graphs,
records and tapes.
This section also provides the
machines necessary for effective
utilization of these media and will
provide student operators If requested.
An Important part of this
section's responsibility lies In
the area of ln-servlce training
for the academic departments.
In this way the faculty becomes
aware of new developments In
Instructional technology and becomes more wmiiiir with
methods
of adapting such
tehcnology to particular academic disciplines.
This section provides assistance in locating various types
of teaching aids, In producing
such aids, and In serving as a
reference point for new developments in the field. *
The radio section, which will
become operational early In 1968,

Over 9,000
Enrolled
At Eastern
BY CHARLES AMBROSE
DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
University admission practices are difficult, in many cases,
for the average par eat and prospective student to understand.
Such terms as selection, rotting
admissions,
quota acceptlbulty, grading variations,
pre-ecreenlng, as well as the
multitude of testing devices using
alphabetical symbolism each as
ACT for the American rnjjasn
Test, CEEB, tor the College
Boards, and so forth, create
arms of compoundingly difficult communication.
To add to the problems of
both the university staff, admission directors and prospective students and their
parents, to say nothing of the
public as a whole. Is the tremendous present mass Impact
of applications to our various
institutions of higher education.
According to the United States
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, the total opening
fall enrollment in courses creditable toward a bachelor's or
higher degree, increased from
2.5 million In 1954 to 5 million
in 1964 and Is expected to climb
to 8 and 7/10 million by 1974.
Fsgutee Inataai AM
These figures Include all fulltime and part-time, resident and
extension, graduate and underTHIS YEAR — The reconstructed half-minion volume John Crabbe Library at Eastern Kentucky University
graduate enrollment In degree DEDICATED
*
credit courses In four year was dedicated on Jan. «, 1967.
institutions and junior colleges.
The 1966 freshmen enrollment rollments will be setting new
They exclude college enrollment
Students who have one credit
In non-degree credit courses on a national basis is down records that will severely tax less than the number required
which are rapidly increasing. slightly (about 2.5%) from 1965. any educational faculties that for high school graduation with
This Is due largely to the birth- can be provided by that time. superior grades may be adwill be responsible for Tfittng rate decline In 1948 and to the In the year, 1960, Eastern's mitted provided that the high
Eastern's ■*■""'«■' FM radio Impact of Selective 8ervice. Gov- total enrollment was 3429 for school principal recommends
reports Indicate an an Increase of 16.4% over 1959, that the student is qualified to
station. The antenna tor this ernment
station will be located on the additional bearish sign for col- In 1961 we bad 4155 for an In- do college work.
lage admissions In the next crease of 21.1%. 1962 was an
Veterans who have a minimum
tower belonging to the Kentucky taw
which shows that the easy year for Eastern only of 12 units of high school work
Authority for Educational Tele- 1947years,
birth
bulge
was
followed
4269 students registered for an and who have successfully passvision.
by three teas productive years.
The coordinator of the radio Not until 1951 did births climb Increase of 2.7%; in 1963, bow- ed the G.E.D. Test may be
section Is John Sullivan. WEKU- again to the 1947 level,—L4 mil- ever, 4715 students matriculated admitted provided their tests
for an Increase of 10.4%; In 1964 at Eastern shows that they rank
FM, will broadcast at 88.9
megacycles with a station power lion of them entered college as there were 5433 students for an as high as the average freshfreshmen
In
the
fall
of
1966.
increase of 15.2%; In 1965, 6949 man entering college.
will be 50,000 watte, enabling
students registered for an Inthose persons living wlthing g
credits from accredited instituSpecial Student Welcome
radius of approxlmatley 79-80
tions. Applicants transferring
Not until the fall of 1969 will crease of 27.9%, In September
miles to receive the signal.
the number of 19 year olds reach 1966 Eastern enrolled 7972 stu- Persons over twenty-one years from other colleges and uniR Is anticipated that the major- the level of 1966. After this date, dents for an Increase of 14.7%. of age who wish to pursue versities should have at least
ity of the programming win however, toe enrollment will in- Over 9000 students enrolled this courses as a special student an over-all "C" standing.
Eastern expects to continue
without reference to graduation
consist of good music with crease within the next few years September.
A high school graduate may may be granted the privilege if Its growth and to develop Its
features, news sports, drama, almost staggers the Imagination,
be
admitted
to
Eastern
from
they have adequate preparation faculties for the benefit of the
discussions and interviews also for we have a steadily Increaspeople of the Commonwealth of
playing an Important part in the ing birthrate. By 1972 total en- an accredited high school in Ken- for the courses desired.
tucky on the basis of an official Students who have attended Kentucky and will continue to
broadcast day.
Broadcasting faculties for the by acting aa consultants In the ln- transcript, a medical report and other coUeges or universities work with the citizens of Richhis are admitted to Eastern upon mond to further educational
of ln- a recommendation from
radio section are located to the
principal or guidance counselor. presentation and approval of opportunity.
Television-Radio Center. The
transmitter will be located at
the tower site and will be c
erated by remote control.
To Serve Fufcuc Sohoels
The last section operating In
the Division of Instructional
Services la the engineer!
section, headed by chief engineer
Gene Bobbins. He is responsible
for the maintenance and repair
of all equipment.
This section also provides
maintenance for the language laboratories of the University.
The division and its sections
stand ready to provide service
also to the public schools of the
state through ln-servlcedays and
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Outstanding Seniors Selected at Eastern-1938

I*

HELP YOUR ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
HELP YOU
and EASTERN
SUPPORT IT WITH
YOUR YEARLY CONTRIBUTIONS
Moke Checks payable to

Alumni Association Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky
.The members of the senior clan
sit Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College shown above have
been elected to appear in "The
American College Year "Book" for
1938.
"The American College

Year Book" is a Who'a Who of
outstanding college students in.
the United States. Persons who
are elected to appear in this book
must be outstanding in some phase
of college activity. The seniors

SI

pictured above were selected for]
scholarship, service, popularity,
athletic ability, and other desirable
qualities. A brief biography and
a photograph of each senior will
appear in "The American College
Year Book."
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Photos Depict Eastern's Growth
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Eastern Is An Institution Of Higher
Learning That Has Surpassed Dreams
Of Its Founders; Dates Back To 1906
Founded In 1906 as Eastern
Kentucky State Normal School
toy an act of the State Legislature
of the Commonwealth, Eastern
Kentucky University Is a coeducational public institution of
higher education thai has easily
surpassed the fondest dreams of
Its founders.
Eastern's beginning dates
back to March 21, 1906, when
the law establishing the normal
school was signed by Governor
J.C.w. Beckham. The historic
Bluegrass community of Richmond was chosen as the site for
the school on May 7, 1906,and
on June 2, Rurlc Novel Roark
was named the first president
of the institution.
Became Four-Year In '«
The college became a fouryear Institution In 1922, when
the name was changed to
Eastern Kentucky State Normal
School and Teachers College.
In 1948 it was renamed Eastern
Kentucky State College and
In 1966 Eastern Kentucky
University.
Higher education began on the
Richmond campus In 1874 when
Central University was founded
as a Presbyterian-sponsored
Institution. Central merged
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#UAY THE JOYS OF THE
YULETIDE SEASON BE YOURS

THIS YEAR

Significant Dates
In History
Of Eastern
1906 March 21,1906, the law establishing Eastern Kentucky
State Normal School was signed by Governor J.C.W.
Beckham.
May 7, 1906, Normal School Commission, meeting
In Louisville, selected Richmond as the site for
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School.
May 9, 1906, Governor J.C.W. Beckham appointed
regents for the Eastern Kentucky State Normal
School.
June 2,1906, Rurlc Novel Roark was chosen president
of the Eastern Kentucky State Normal School.
1910 April 10, 1910, John Grant Crabbe was elected president.
1916 September 5, 1916, Thomas Jackson Coates was
efected president.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

1922 In 1922 Eastern became a four • year institution
known as the Eastern Kentucky State Normal School
and Teachers College.
1925 The first - four year degrees awarded In May.
1918 March 26, 1928, Herman Lee Donovan was elected
president.
1930 The Eastern Kentucky State Normal School was renamed the Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College.

AND

1935 The graduate program was started at Eastern leading
to the Master of Arts In Education degree.
1941 April 4, 1941, William Francis O'OonneU was elected
president.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

1948 The Kentucky General Assembly removed the word
Teachers* from the name of the College and gave the
right to grant non - professional degrees.
*
1960 April 13,1960, Robert R.Martin was elected president.
1966 February 26, 1966, Governor Edward T. Breathltt
signed Into law a bill redeslgneting Eastern as
Eastern Kentucky University.
On March 7,1966, the Board of Regents:
Set July 1, 1966, as the date university status would
become effective.

FROM THE

Uitors and Staff of the Milestone

Organised Into five colleges and a graduate school,
namely: Central University College, College of Applied Arts and Technology, College of Arts and
Sciences, College of Business, College of Education,
and the Graduate School. This organisation became
effective July 1,1966.
Approved new graduate programs In Kiign—■ and
History, marking the first new graduate programs
to be established since 1935.
July 1, 1966, Eastern Kentucky State College became Eastern Kentucky University.

I
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1M7 January 6, 1967, the reconstructed half • million
volume John Grant Crabbe Library was dedicated.

i

with Centre College In Danville political science, Russian,
In 1901. During the Interim Spanish, speech and sociology.
(1901-1906) between Central
S.
College of Business—
University and Eastern, Wal- Accounting, business education,
ters Collegiate Institute existed economics, finance, general
on the campus.
business, management and
The University Building, marketing.
original major building of
4. College of EducationCentral U., Is still used as a
Education (with reading clinic
classroom building, although It attached), psychology, library
underwent a thorough recon- science, health and safety
struction In 1961.
education, professional labEastern has been served by oratory experiences and the
six presidents: Rurlc Nevel Model Laboratory School.
5. College of Applied Arts
Roark 0006-1909); John Grant
Crabbe (1910-1916); Thomas and Technology—Agriculture,
Jackson Coates (1916-1928); borne economics, industrial
Herman Lee Donovan (1928- education and technology, law
1941M; William Francis O'- enforcement and nursing.
DonneU (1941-1960), and Robert 6. Graduate School—Biology,
business administration, edR. Martin (i960- present).
English, guidance and
Ever mindful of the purpose of ucation,
counseling, history, music
Its founding, Eastern continues education and a Joint doctorate
to recognize Its historic program in education with the
mission of preparing teachers
for the schools of the Common- University of Kentucky.
15331 Degree* Awarded
wealth as the college annually
leads the state in production
A total of 15,831 degrees has
of teachers. However, a strong been awarded by Eastern since
liberal arts curriculum leading 1907, Including 781 two-year
to appropriate degrees, to- graduates of the Normal School
gether
with strong pre- from 1907-67, enrollment Inprofesslonal courses in several creased from 2,900 to 9,000,
areas, enable Eastern to better the faculty, academic programs
serve the Commonwealth.
expanded, and the building program during these years total
Graduate Program Founded
over $60 million.
A graduate program, leading
In addition to the conto the Master of Arts degree In struction of new building every
Education, was established in major campus facility has been
1985, and In 1948, the General either
renovated or reAssembly removed the word constructed since 1960.
"Teachers" from the name of
Among
the construction
the Institution and granted It projects completed during this
the right to award non- period are:
professional degrees. And on>
-Eight men's dormitories
July 1, 1966, "State College" which bouse a total of 2,771
was changed to University.
students.
During this period of time,
-Five women's dormitories
Eastern Kentucky University housing 2,178 coeds.
has Increased rapidly In size
One hundred and fifty-two
and stature. Beginning with
apartments In Brockton, a
a few students engaged in
for married student
short review and certificate project
housing.
courses, the University today
-Thirty-four faculty apartserves thousands of Kentucky's ments
in Vlckers Village.
young men and women by
-A $3.3 million expansion
offering a curriculum leading of the John Grant Crabbe
to the Bachelor of Arts, or Library.
Bachelor of Science degree In
-The Donovan Building
teacher education, or In general bousing Model
Laboratory
or professional areas.
School and closed-circuit TV
Its expending graduate pro- and FM radio stations at a
gram offers degrees at the cost of $2.9 million.
Master's level In English,
History, Biology, Business Ed- OoUseom Major Addition
ucation, Music Education and
-Alumni
Coliseum, $3
Guidance and Counseling for million athletic-physical ednon-school personnel, as weU ucation plant and several reas the already well-established lated facilities Including a
Master of Arts degree In Ed- multi-purpose paved parking
ucation and the various flfth- area that accommodates 1,500
and sixth-year leadership pro- cars and serves as a play
grams in education. In addition area for physical education and
to these programs, Eastern
recreation
purposes
and
offers for the first time a Joint marching area for the band
doctoral program with the and R. O. T. C.
University of Kentucky leading
-Ault Service Building, for
toward the Ed. D. degree In the maintenance functions of
education.
the campus.
-Gibson Addition to the
Many Became
Fttspatrlck Arts
Building,
During the school year, 1966- which allowed for expansion of
67, 677 graduates were trained the Industrial arts and home
PCOnor
*''"" ' :.
to teach, of which 229 were
-B< 1 u. bb building, a
elementary majors. Approximately 80 per cent of Eastern's $2.9 million classroom building
more than 15,000 graduates have that nouses the departments of
entered the teaching profession. business, education, English
These are diversified cir- and political science.
-Stateland Dairy Center, a
rlcula In the liberal arts area
for those who do not desire to model facility for agriculture
teach. The University offers education, as well as production
pre-englneerlng, pre-law, pro- purposes.
-Intramural football
field
dental, pre-meaiclne, preforestry
and other pre- and all-weather, nine-lane
track, and a women's Inprofesslonal curricula.
Eastern is the only university tramural and athletic field.
-Twelve tennis courts, lightin
Kentucky
offering an
Associate of Arts degree in law ed for night play.
enforcement.
A complete reorganisation of
-Other major projects InEastern's academic structure clude: Installation of sprinkofficially went Into effect July ler systems In semi-fireproof
1 with six academic schools buildings; construction of a
replacing the old divisional set- 400,000-gaUon water storage
up of the university.
tower on campus; renovation of
The schools,
and their the president's home; new
departments are:
boiler and coal-handling equipL Central University College ment tor toe beating plant;
—Maintains a centralised ad- Installation of campus-wide
vising program to assist street lighting; purchase of 93
students
In selecting an acres of farm land adjoining
appropriate curriculum during the campus for the purpose
the first two years of the four- of expansion, inn 1 liaee and
year under graduate program. renovation of the Turley bouse
2. Collate of Arts and for use In home management
Sciences—Art, anthropology, training by student! of the
biology, chemistry,
drama, Home Economics department;
earth science, English,French, and a Student Plaza In the
geology, geography, German, center of the campus.
health, physical education and
Since 1960 every major
history ■ I rtntn
music, physics, (Continued On Page Seven)
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Brief Sketches Of Eastern's Six Presidents:

First At Helm Of Institution Was Ruric Nevel Roark

»

EDITOR'S NOTE: Following are schools of Kentucky from 1883
In 1928 he received the Ph.D. all the campus; and the conbrief sketches of Eastern's to 1889, principal of the Green, degree
from George Peabody
leaders from 1908 until July 1, vllle public schools, editor of CoUege for Teachers. He did struction of several major
I960. The sixth president of the the Muhlenberg Echo, super- graduate work at the Univer- parking areas throughout the
Institution, Dr. Robert R. intendent of schools at Prince- sity of Chicago, and In 1983 campus.
Projects under construction
Martin, is presented In a ton and superintendent of the University of Kentucky conor proposed at the close of
separate article.
schools at Richmond.
his administration Included four
Eastern Kentucky UniverIn 1911 he joined the State ferred upon him the LLJJ
dormitories (two for men, two
sity's growth from a normal Department of Education as a degree.
1
Dr. Donovan taught in the for women), an 80 unit ■"Wfr "
school to a multl - purpose In- supervisor of rural schools, and
common
schools
of
Mason
to
Brockton,
the
water
storage
stitution has been the result held that position until Us
of the combined dedication and election as president of County; was principal of award tank, and a new training school
school at Paducah; Wlckllffe and maintenance building.
determination of her six persl- Eastern.
superintendent of schools; and
dents.
Born in Burnet, Texas, his
HERMAN L. DONOVAN
assistant superintendent of elementary and secondary eduFollowing
the
death
of
PresiRURIC N. ROARK
public schools in Louisville. cation In the public schools of
Assigned the task of estab- dent Coates, Herman Lee Dono- He was also dean of the faculty Texas. President O'Donnel relishing and organizing the first van, a professor of education at Eastern.
ceived the A.B. and the LL.D.
seat of learning under the name at George Peaborty College for W. P. O'DONNELL
degrees from Transylvania
of Eastern State Normal School, Teachers, Ntshvl lie, Tenn. was
Wllllam
Francis
O'Donnell
Ruric Nevel Roark was appoint- elected the fourth president on became Eastern's fifth presi- CoUege.
He did undergraduate works!
ed president June 2, 1908 and March 28,1928.
He resigned his position in dent on April 4, 1941 and the University of Kentucky and
served In that capacity until
1941 to become president of the served as the institution's lead- received the M.A. degree from
his death April 10,1909.
er for 19 years before his man- Teachers CoUege, Columbia
It was President Roark's re- University of Kentucky.
University.
During his administration, datory retirement.
sponsibility to define the goals
The former Texas cowboy
Prior to bis election as presiand objectives of the normal Eastern was admitted to mem- watched Eastern grow from a dent
of Eastern, Dr. O'Donnell
In
the Southern
School, to outline the course bership
small college with 981 students,
of study, to select the first Association of CoUeges and stlmied in ail respects by World was principal of CarroUton High
faculty and to establish the Secondary Schools and the War H, to a major institu- Schools in Carrotton - and
foundation necessary to make American Association of
tion of higher education with an superintendent of public schools
the new school a successful Teacher Colleges. Under his enrollment of greater than of Richmond.
leadership, the institution was
President O'Donnell Is a past
educational institution.
3,000—an increase of some300 president of the Richmond
Born In Muhlenberg County, organized Into divisions of in- per
cent—during
bis
presiRotary Club, the Kentucky High
he was educated in the common struction, and graduate work dency.
School Athletic Association, and
schools of that county, Green- leading to the master's degree
Of the 8,543 degrees con- the Central Kentucky Education
ville Academy, National Normal wa introduces.
Six Important additions to the ferred from 1906 to the close Association. He has also served
University at Lebanon, Ohio,
physical plant were made during of his tenure, Dr. O'Donnell as a trustee of the State Teachand Clark University.
all but 1,798 of them. ers' Retirement System and was
Following his graduation bis term of office: Hiram Brock granted
Value of the college plant In- a member of the Personnel
from National, he served on the Auditorium, the Weaver Health creased
from $3,250,000 to Council of Kentucky.
staff of that Institution four Building, Beckham, McCreary
than $7,000,000 in 1960.
years. Upon returning to Ken- and Miller halls and the Stu- greater
Major buildings constructed
In addition to these offices,
tucky, he organized the Glasgow dent Union Building.
he has served as a member of
The old University Building under President O'Donnell's
Normal School and served as
tenure
included
Memorial
the Visitation Committee of the
Its first president.
was remodeled, the Power Plant
Building, Keith Hall, American Association of ColIn 1889 be was elected Dean was enlarged, a new addition to Science
Foster
Music
Building
and
O'leges for Teacher Education and
of the Normal Department of the library was bultt, and the Donnell Hall.
for two years represented the
State College (now the Univer- stadium and ampltheater were
Other major Improvements Association on the American
completed.
sity of Kentucky).
housing for married Council on Education, as weU
At State College, Dr. Roark
A native of Mason County, Included:
students: an addition to Weaver as serving on the President's
distinguished himself as an able his early education was In the Health
renovation of National Advisory Committee of
educator and an Indefatigable common schools of that county. Sullivan Building;
Hall, Burnam Hall and the White House Condference on
worker. His services as a lec- He attended Western Kentucky the
Roark Building: remodeling Aging.
turer and director of teachers' State Normal School, received
of the boiler house. InstallaDr. and Mrs. O'DonneU reinstitutes were widely sought, the B.A. degree from the Uni- tion
and repair of 'hollers In side at 105 Eastway and are
not only in Kentucky but In versity of Kentucky and the M.A. the heating
plant and the instal- members of the First Methodist
other states as well. He was degree from Columbia Univer- lation of new
heat mains under Church.
an ardent champion for better sity.
trained teachers, and his Influence was no small factor In
building up sentiment which resulted In the creation of the
first two teacher education institutions.
JOHN GRANT ORARRE
•
.> ^Following President Roark's
early death in 1910, John Grant
executive, Is shown striding toward Blanton House with Dr.
Crabbe was appointed second
Robert R Martin, EKU president. Inset shows LBJ holdprelsdent of Eastern.
ing Debbie Darling, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Fred Darling,
President Crabbe devoted the
Barnes Mm Road. She was six when the photo was snapped
early part of his administraon the Eastern campus.
tion at Eastern to perfecting the
organisational set-up of the collate.
Several faculty committees
and the dean of the faculty
position were created, and the
duties of the employees of the
college were defined In greater
detail.
Also during his term, of office
plans were made for the development of the library, for
the expansion of the curriculum
and the addition of several departments of instruction.
During his period of service,
the student body of Eastern
RURIC NEVEL ROARK
JOHN GRANT CRAB8F
greatly increased, and the
faculty originally selected by
1906 1909
1910 1916
bis predecessor was nearly
doubled In size.
Physical Improvements lneluded the addition of the president's home, Sullivan Hall, the
college farm and the purchase
Of various laboratory and
library equipment.
President Crabbe, a native of
lit. Sterling, Ohio, received the
A. B. and the A. M. degrees
from Ohio Wesleyan University.
He earned the Ped. D. from
Miami University and theLL.D.
from the State University of
Kentucky.
Dr. Crabbe began bis professional educational career as
head of the Department of Greek
and Latin at Normal College,
Flint, Mich. He served My
as superintendent of city
schools In Ashland, Ky. and then
was elected state superintendent of public instruction.
Through his efforts as state
superintendent the county unit
THOMAS JACKSON COATES
HERMAN LEE DONOVAN
law was passed, abolishing the
three-trustee system of public
1916 • 1928
1920 1941
school administration In effect
at that time.
THOMAS J. COATES
One of the major strides In
the history of Eastern was the
lengthening of the curriculum
during the administration of
Eastern's
third president,
Thomas Jackson Coates. The
University expanded Its offerings to a four-year course of
Study.
President Coates was elected
on Sept. 8, 1918, and continued as the leader of this Institution until his death on March
17,1988.
During his term of office,
state appropriations for physical as well as academic
development and expansion
totaled approximately three
quarters of a million dollars.
The campus continued to assume the dress of a true lntttutlon of higher learning with
WILLIAM FRANCIS O'DONNELL
completion of such strucR0&ERT R. MARTIN
tures as the Cammack Building,
1941 • I960
Burnam Hall, the John Grant
I960- PRESENT
Crabbe Library and the Thomas
and
dormitories including omlcs and Nursing BuUbxegaad1
Jackson Coates Administration
Burnam and Sum van for women Phase one ($3.3 mlUlon) of the
Building.
and Beckham, MUler and Mc- proposed North Dormitory
President Coates was a native (Ooattsewi from Pag. SU)
Creary for men.
complex for women.
of Plkeville, Ky. He received faculty on campus has been
Work also has been completed
the drawing boards
higher education at State constructed. Among the re- on the Smith Park Observatory andOnplanned
for the near future
College, Lexington, Ky. and the constructed projects are the for the Department of Mathare a classroom-laboratory
■otfhen Normal School, Bowl- Cammack, University, and ematics.
agriculture complex, a law
Is* Green Ky. Prom Southern Roark Classroom buUdlngs.
ConstrucUon has been
enforcement complex, a 17,000received the A.B. and the Weaver Health Building, Coates underway this year on the $3.2 seat
football stadium and a
(A.M. degrees.
Administration BuUdlng, Keen mlUlon Moore Science BuUdlng,
dormitory complex for
He was a teacher In the rural Johnson Student Union BuUdlng, the $1.75 mlUlon Home Econ- south
men.

EASTERNS PRESI

EASTEIN AWARDED HONORARY DEGREE TO LBJ IN
18«i—Lyndon B. Johnson was the nation's vice president in
1961 and came to Eastern Kentucky University In June of
that year to deliver the commencement address and to be
awarded an honorary degree. Johnson, now America's chief

Eastern
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PURPOSE
Wallace's Book Store Is operated as a service
to the student body, the faculty and the staff at
Eastern Kentucky University and to the cltktens of
Richmond and Madison County. Our purpose Is to
provide all the required tools of education in the
class room or In the home. In school or out of school
and to offer for sale Items relative to the todlvldual's
educational program. As an adjunct to these services, our store offers for sale many non-academic
Items and we cordially inlvte the people of Richmond
and Masdktn County to visit our store any time and
browse around. Here you will find many Items that
will enhance your home and enlighten your family.

WE FEATURE
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New and used textbooks — reference book* —
paperback books — Novels — current publications—
best Mllen — trade books — atlases — city mapsstudy aids and outlines — school supplies — art suppile, _ globes — padlocks — brtel cases — writing
paper — desk lamps — Biology supplies — Engineering supplies — slide rules — Jacket* — sweatshirts — sportahlrts — diploma and document framing —special ordering service on books of any pubUsher — health and beauty aids — candy — chewing gum — cigarettes — magaslnes — college Jewelry — class rings and keys — costume Jewelry —
"College Crested" novelties — stuffed animals — art
prints — greeting cards — phonograph records —
Eastern Kentucky University Banners and deoala—
many other Items

WE PLEDGE
Dedicated Service to Richmond and Madison County.
Dedicated service to Higher Education.
Dedicated Service to Eastern Kentucky University.
A complete college store for all campus needs.
Large selection of Merchandise.
Convenient store hours.
Quick courteous and friendly service.
A complete self-service store with friendly help when
needed.

WE APPRECIATE
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We appreciate the wonderful reception we have had since we opened In
Richmond In September of this year. We will do our best to serve your book
needs and will do everything that we can to deserve your continued patronage.
We will supply new and used textbooks for Eastern Kentucky University
and books of all kinds for the people of Richmond and Madison County. AD
popular "best Sellers" will be available as they are published. Here you will
find the most complete selection of paper-backs that can be found anywhere.
We look forward to serving Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond and
Madison County for the next ...

50 YEARS
(and longer)
For All Of Your Book Needs

CLARENCE WILKINSON
MANAGER
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Clifford Dowdev
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